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'TWILL BE

A. B. RENEHAN IS ELECTED TO

The above are the salient features of public places will also pay a license.
More Light.
the city council which helu a three
The solons declared that the lights
hour session at the county court house
seem-e.- l
last night, and grappled with some of in front of the federal building
to be ideal and accordingly eight
the problems which face Santa Fe and
lamp posts, with three lights each, of
the city's development.
will be placed
Every member ofthe council was a similar "pattern"
present, Mayor Celso Lopez, presiding. around the plaza.
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t('re Whistle.

Then the subject of fire alarms was
taken up and thoroughly discussed.
Some of the members declared that
the lire bell was not the most modern
device to summon the volunteers to
the hose wagon. Fire Chief Owen was
instructed to install a whistle on his
water and light works. When a fire is

discovered the finder will phone to
saying:
"Hello central, give me the fire
whistle." Then the alarm will be
sounded and another phone will be
sent to the fire station telling where
the fire is.
.;.The whistle will give one long
'screech' indicating a fire and then one
two for Ward
"irW for Wnrri
aud so on. This will
... enable everyone
I
r,
aim
to ;so w at on?e mat mere is a nre
in which ward it is.
The fire whistle idea was the suggestion of City Marshal Armijo who pointed out the need of such a. device. The
mayor said he thought the idea an excellent one. The councilmen lost no
time in adopting it.
Remove Rubbish.
The council discussed the unsightly
ribbish which is found in large quantities at the entrance to Circle Drive.
It was decided to have this removed at.
an early date.
New President.
Routine business having been dis- DnHii.tn
nrav
yuseu ui, rt uuiitiiiiaii 'iiviumu
mo- a rose and offered the following
tion
"Resolved that it is the sense and
desire of this council that Hon. A. B.
Renehan be and hereby is elected
president of the council."
The motion caused a ripple of com- ment, but was passed by a vote of five
to one, Nicanor Baca voting against
cen-tra- y

.
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Prorepre-

Denver, Colo., Max 7 Sheriff Daniel A. Sullivan announced today that
he would "go the limit" in prosecut-

of Wisconsin: Works of California;
Norris of Nebraska; Gronna of North
Dakota, and Crawford of South Da-

wj"

R. Ij. Baca and A. B. Renehan did
not vote.
R. L. Baca has been president of the
council for four or five years, presiding when the mayor Is absent. The
newly elected president, Mr. Renehan,
Is well known in Santa Fe. He was
elected to the council at the last meeting, to fill a vacancy.
Meets in Two Weeks.
The council- - 111 meet again Tues- day. May 20.

men so much it is their business to
arrest suspects but I don't think they
have treated me exactly right."
Bowen's statement of his record
1908 when he left home to obtain
since
7
P. P.
Houston, Texas,, May
employment in Atlanta was substanBowen, arrested here yesterday in con- tiated by the chief of police of
nection with the Atlanta murder mystery and released last night, made this
statement today:
LICENCE REVOKED.
"My father is S. C. Boweh. He lives
told
detectives
the
I
Ga.
at Newnan,
Denver, Colo., May 7 The state
they had made a mistake at the time insurance department today revoked
they arrested me and knew they would
of tne German American
ifind this to be so if they investigated the license
a life and acciassociation,
Indemnity
my references.
on the.
company,
"I really have been done an Injus- dent Insurance
tice by this thing. I don't blame the grounds of "illegal promotions."

"

Irene Hagberg, the girl who was
The
Los Angeles, Calif., May
detained in connection with the presof
an
organization
Club"
"Bachelor's
ent vice probe, made a, statement to
wealthy men quartered in an exclu- police officials, it is said, involving
sive section of the city was subjected members of the Bachelors Club which
to a police Investigation today follow- resulted in the issuance of a warrant
for the arrest of one person, whose
ing disclosures made by a fifteen year
old girl of certain alleged acts of Identity was not made public pending execution of the warrant
some of its members.
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.

of MisHav
,
souri, is also expected.
G. 0. P. Meets May
ti meetNew York, May 7. The ,
,,?f the
ing of the executive commit
Republican national committer, to be
held since the November election was
Washington, in a call Bent out by
set today for Saturday," May 24, at
Charles D. Hilles, the national committee chairman.
Endorses Senator Works.
Cacrainento, Calif., May 7. Senator
Sanford Democrat, whose resolution
calling upon the progressive legislature to endorse United States Senator
.Tolin D. Works for his work in
of the single presidents! term, has been the cause already
oT much strife in the senate since early
in the session, offered another resolution today which propose to endorse Senator Works for his course nation-widequal sufjon behalf of

T
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ANOTHER BOMB IS SENT TO
El Paso, Texas, May 7. It is proFLEET STREET NEWSPAPER
posed say heads of the movement in
Chihuahua and Sonora. to combine
atthe constitutionalist element with the
ing all parties connected with the
Woman's Suffrage Bill Met Its Waterloo.
tack made on him lst night, "when a following of Francisco Vasquez Goof the women's suffrage bill was sealed in London last night by
fate
The
when
to
Madero
sherwas
lost
which
the
after
Rose
Hart
mez,
mob rescued
the tak- the votes of more than fifty Irish natiocalists, who voted against it. The bill,
iff .had arrested her 'as a witness be- the two, men disagreed after
a
two
whereby it was sought to enfranchise COOO.noo women, was rejected by
of Juarez
years ago.
.
21ft.
to
stood
vote
2G
fore the grand jury. Alexander Ros- ingThe
The
of
in
majority
power of Vasquez Gomez
A dispatch from London says:
si, accused by the ''sheriff, of being southern Mexico states is admitted to
blackhand
Denver's
"Whether there is any chance that Hie present parliament will pass a
the Header of
be strong, aside from the political
gang, is in the county jail, charged popularity of his brother,
Attorney bill of more limited character may bo doubted. Possibly the nationalists
with resisting an officer, and sheriff's Emilio Vasquez Gomez who repre- fear that If they allow a woman's franchise bill to pass the second reading
deputies are seeking others connect- sents still another wing of the radical It will lead to a parliamentary struggle, which would not unlikely end in
ed with the assault.
dissolution of parliament before the home rule bill becomes a law.
party.
Chief of Police Felix O'Neill today
Neither of the Gomez brothers has
Furthermore, the debate proved that the militant policy of the sufadmitted that he had reprimanded accepted lluerta as provisional pres- fragists has done the case great harm as far as parliament is coueerned.
the driver of the police patrol wagon ident.
The conciliation bill of last session was rejected by only a small mabecause he obeyed the sheriff's order
yesterHe Is Silent.
jority compared with the Dickinson bill, which was under discussionto women
D. C, May ".Francand took Rossi to the comity jail.
some measure of enfranchisement
Washington,
bills,
and
giving
previous
day,
"I didn't dismiss him," the chief ex- isco Vasquez Gomez is in Washing- have
passed the second reading, althcught they never survived subsequent
"I reprimanded him, how- ton. He said today that he expected
plained.
ttages.
ever, because he has no business tak- to go to the Mexican border after re"Recent police court disclosures of acts of incendiarism planned by the
Sullisome advices, the nature of
ing anybody to the county jail.
ceiving
far surpassing in magnitude anything heretofore attempted, and
militants,
womvan had no right to arrest that
which he declined to divulge.
burning
of St. Catherine's churchat Untenant yesterday, undoubtedly
the
an without a warrant, and when she
Shipment of Arms.
to vote against the mensure.
decided
many
excame to the police station and
Washington, D. C, May 7. The
"The figures of the division, showing the defeat of the bill were creeled
I released
her,
the
situation,
the
policy with a
t'nited States will continue
plained
great cheer from all sides of the house."
of course.
adopted in the last administration in
1
the
on
scene,
been
I
had
"If
-- An
permitting the shipment of arms from
attempt to of a wholesale, drug establishment near
London, May
should have arrested Sullivan himself this country into Mexico for use by
cathed-la- l Si. Pauls.
Paul's
St.
wreck the ancient
and thrown him in jail."
the Huerta government, provided
The general public is admitted to
ob"I wish he'd been there, then,"
early today is attributed to the the choir of St. Paul's between It in
here are sure such arms will
served Sheriff Sullivan, grimly, when not fall into the hands of rebels.
who
militant suffragettes, The verger
Ihe morning f,nd 3:30 in the afternoon.
tliis statement was repeated to him.
This became known at the state de- conducts sightseers through the mas- The cathedral was closed entirely at
on
corner,
that
there
"We fought
partment today when inquiry was sive edifice was making his rounds at I) o'clock last evening and it appears
disright in the heart of the business
made as to what action was proposed about 8 o'clock this morning when he certain that the bomb was deposited
a
before
minutes
trict, for forty-fivon
the claim made, in New Orleans by heard a ticking sound, near the high before that hour. It was found beSulpoliceman came in sight," added
Frnesto Fernandez y Arteaga, repre- - altar. Upon investigation, he found neath a chair beside the bishop's
livan. "I cannot state from my own
sf ntative of the constitutionalists, thatj hidden a heavy parcel done up m throne at the head of the choir.
knowledge that there was delay in
The dean conducted evening song
liuerta is not entitled to immunities brown pap:;r He immediately placed
was
it
after
the
wagon
patrol
sending
laws il in water and handed it over to the near the bishop's throne last evening,
American
the
under
neutrality
who
Warden
Moj;ford
called, but Fire
the constitu- police, who found a suffrage newspa- but neither he nor the verger then
sent in the call, tells me. the patrol vhich are not affordedhe
noticed the package or heard the tickrepresents. per wrapped up with the bomb.
tionalist
government
wagon was a long time coming.
of
the
His
This attempt and the placing of two ing.
shipment
protest against
"I had a warrant for arresting itose
"Small but fiendishly powerful," is
in other parts of the
20110 riiles and 3,000,000 cartridges to other bombs
Hart, and I have a perfect right to
New
city this morning made it appear that the police officers' description of the
make an arrest without a warrant, Mexico on a vessel now at
has not yet reached the state the militant suffragettes had entered bomb found near the high altar of St.
anvwav. If I can find this Hart wom
campaign Paul's cathedral. When the machine
the
before
grand
department. Its receipt will cause anew on their havoc workingwoman
an, I will get her
suf- was taken to pieces, it was discover-e- i
of
the
the
of
the
defeat
the
on
in
no
following
part
policy
change
jury yet."
commons
of
that it was time to explode at midhouse
in
bill
the
a
frage
present administration.
Sheriff Sullivan was attacked by
but a derangement of the clock
night,
'last
night.
Japs Seek Service.
number of persons, including Rossi
work retarded the explosion. ApparSliorlly atter ine uiscoveiy ui u
Kagle Pass, Texas, May 7. Seem
and Jack Hart, when he attempted to
the police found a similar ently only this accident prevented
arrest Rose Hart, who was wanted as Pogatani. a Japanese who claimed to cathedral
to the cathedral. A mini-e- r
bomb-likpackage on the steps on a
the
the
before
from
grand
to
credentials
bear
Japanese
a witness
testify
uUk uud ctuiri&
hruAU- - earttive,-of
and
on
Fleet
street,
office
i
in I.OIINIlli
.
graft
prn,.imn
ilL
U11LIOWV,
Gall
jury regai ding
ex- metal slugs were found among the
to
contain
believed
a
tin
canister
rewas
woman
a
Theof
Japanese
the tenderloin.
iug him to be the editor
on the steps
leased and Sheriff Sullivan was bad- pper in that city, has offered Gover- plosives was picked mp
benor Carranza to recruit a large body or
ly beaten up with brass knucks
forty-seven-

j
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e
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BACON INTRODUCES
RESOLUTION ON
INTERVENTION

Washington, D. C, May 7. Senator
rsacon. chairman of the foreign re- his
i.,,
bill today defining the authority of the
piesident for intervention in Cuba,
vhich prescribes that any intervention
in future shall be to sustain the authorities in Cuba, rather than for the
purpose of displacing them.
"I don't wish to have the introduction of the bill at this time," said
Senator Bacon, "and arouse any idea
that there is now anything In Cuba
There is
calling for intervention.
nothing to cause trouble, but we never
know when conditions calling for in
tervention .night arise, for that reason, it is important that we prescribe
the method of intervention and the
conditions that might warrant it."

his countrymen for service in the conFEDERAL COURT
stitutionalist army. He said he could FATE OF ALASKA UP
secure the enlistment of many Japa-- I
CASE
SAYS
TO CONGRESS
r.ese who served in the war with Rus-- I
DEBS
AGAINST
WALTER L. FISHER
sia. Governor Carranza refused the of
wanted
lie
oniy
fer, telling Sagatanl
Mexican subjects under his banner.
Fort Scott. Kan., May 7. Federal
Washington, D. C, May 7 "ResponSagalani told immigration officials sibility for the condition of Alaska cases against Eugene V. Debs, forhere he was gathering war news for rests squarely on the shoulders of con- merly Socialist candidate for president,
for- and J. I. Sheppard and Fred Warren,
Lis paper.
gress and no place else," declared
of a Socialist newspaper at
mer Secretary of the Interior W. L. publishers
:
i r n h.
' .. ,r
l,
ir .
senate tern- u.iuiu, ru..,
fl.6.,.B nflnmnt '
before
the
Fisher
today,
DANCING RAISED
w
W el ti uiamiaoeu
UCL JUHUCe,
ill
EU
tc ries committee.
on instruc- AS AN
"The necessity for legislation to federal court here today
tions from the attorney general. This
up the territory has been pointed
IN ELECTION open
ends several months of litigation
Mr.
continued
cut time after time,"
Has which resulted from a government
Fisher, "but nothing whatever
charge of misuse of the mails brought
Los Angeles, Calif.,- - May 7 While been done.
with the
the Socialist candidate for mayor Job
"It seems to me." he said, "that no against, those connected
paper.
Harriman, was eliminated in the nom- crndid student of the situation in
Debs, Sheppard and Warren were
inating primary yesterday, the count Alaska, who is at all free from personof votes today made it certain that in al and pecuniary interest, can have indicted last November by the federal
the coming election, June 3, the race the slightest doubt of the propriety of grand jury here. The offense charged
for places in the new city council the federal government constructing was "obstruction of justice by inducwill be between municipal conference one or more railroads in Alaska to ing witnesses to leave the country."
It was alleged to have been commitcandidates and Socialists.
opon up th.it territory."
J".
Mr. Fisher declares himself in favor ted in connection with the case of
John W. Shank, city attorney and
the candidate for mayor endorsed by of government operation of the roads, A. Wayland, owner of the Girard pa He said per, City Editor Phifer and Fred Warthe municipal conference, fell but lit- ni leiist as an experiment.
tle short of a majority of all the that government operation of the rail- - ren, charged in a federal indictment in
votes cast. He therefore will have to road in Panama had proved sticcessrui ,aq 1912, with misuse of the malls
go before the people in the forthcom- and reviewed his advocacy of his plan m posting obscene matter concerning
ing regular election against H. H. to utilize much equipment that will not tne federal prison at Leavenworth,
he government's
gase against
Rose, police judge and Independent be needed at Panama after the canal
candidate,
il completed.
Debs, Warren and Sheppard was based
Members 0f the city board of
"Theer can be no development of argeiy ,)0n testimony of J. P.
he concluded, "unless the rjonougn 0f Kansas City, formerly a
catjon against whom the ministerial
unjon of the city made a vigorous government constructs a railroad from- prj80ner at Leavenworth penitentiary,
for Tidewater to the interior. Private in- who gaid the defendants paid him $200
led their opponents
campajgn
L
places on the ticket. The clergyman terests might build as far as the coalgQ tQ Caliornia and not to testify
Dased their campaign upon the allega-th- fields or the copper mines, but no fur- . the cagg
charging missuse or The
ton that dancing was permitted in- ther.
.
mails.
"The high interest rates that pnthe buildings, and also on the assersuicide
J. A. Wayland committed
tion that religion had been treated
ite parties would have to pay to bor- last fall. Warren and Phifer, his
added
some
a
road,"
construct
to
row money
with scant consideration by
in the missure of the mails
Mr. Fisher, ' would prevent private
members of the school board.
case, filed a demurrer which was sustained by Judge Pollock in the federal
court here ten days ago.
GIRL KILLED IN
PRESIDENT FREEMAN RESIGNS.
AUTO COLLISION New York. May 7. It was announc
in the latter company to
ed here today that Thomas J,
of the International and come its general counsel. He will be
president
7.
Miss
May
Montevista, Colo.,
and operat-- succeeded by E. F. Kearney, hereto-in- g
last Great Northern railway,
Lucille Moody, 20, was killed
of the Texas and fore general superintendent of
vice
president
night when an automobile in which
of the Missouri pacific.
railway, has resigned his
she was riding, collided with a team
Miss Moody was hurled
of horses.
tbro'ugh the wind shield and broken
glass penetrated her lungs, causing

DISMISSES
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-

.,t-i-

-

ISSUE

sheriff.

Rose Hart Arrested.
Denver, Colo., May 7. Rose Hart
was arrested today and lodged in jail
cn a charge of vagrancy.
Before her arrest, Miss Hart applied
to the district attorney for a warrant
for the arrest of the sheriff on a
up
charge of assault and battery, butwarto 2 o'clock tliiB afternoon the
rant had not been issued.

d

WOMAN CLUBBED TO
DEATH: HUSBAND
IS ARRESTED

j

Richmond, Calif., May 7. Charles
Erickson was arrested this morning
by the police on a charge of beating
his wife to death. The body of the
was found in the Erickson
home with her chest crushed in and
showing other evidences of having
been horribly beaten. The feeling
against Erickson Is running high andDAY IN
police are taking extra precautions to guard the city jail. Erickson
is about 40 years old.
Senate.
A heavy shoe and a club were
his bill
Senator Bacon
covered with blood. No other
found
the
of
president
define
authority
to
Erickson is
was located.
weapon
future.
in
in
Cuba
intervention
for
and refuses to talk.
reticent
hearvery
resumed
committee
Territories
SecThe murder was reported to the poing on Alaskan problems, Former
lice
by neighbors.
retary of the Interior Walter U Fisher
testifying.
reAttorney General McRevnolds
fused request for correspondence regarding Brazilian coffee valorization
dispute.
House.
Douglas, Ariz., May 7 The palatial
Resumed reading of the tariff bill
of Don Luis Torres, at
residence
tax
for amendment, taking up income
Sonora, has been confiscated
provision.
state government
the
Representative C. B. Smith intro- by will insurgent
be converted into a hospital.
duced a bill to register lobbyists in and
The building is considered one of the
congress.
finest
specimens of Spanish archiof
consideration
sundry
Rtesumed
on the continent.
tecture
bill.
civil appropriation
funds to be raised through a lotSecretary Garrison replying to the By
the state governBorah resolution, sent word that no tery, projected by
will be turned
records of the war department showed ment, the old mansion
a pubjic state institution. Torres
into
in
the
exists
Philippines.
slavery
was governor of Sonora for twenty
Work for the New Mexican. It is years. He left the country during the
revolution and has since lived
(working for you, for Santa Fe and Madero
in California.
Jtlie new state.

CONGRESS.

TORRES PALACE
TO BE HOSPITAL

.

NEAR THE HIGH ALTAR

MADERO OVER JUAREZ

effort lias been made Dy tne
administration leaders to resist the
step proposed by Sanford. Although
Rossi inthe majority party voted almost unan- fore he succeeded In getting
wagon.
to
two
the patrol
imously for the election of Works
The feud between the sheriff and
years ago, his course in criticizing the
came to the
national Progressive party caused him police department first when Sulli- ago,'
h. be disowned later by the state or- surface two , weeks
e
4..,.-- .
.1..
me
ganization that sent him to Washing- van tesunea oeioie were giouu ju.j
accepting
officers
that
the
police
same
majority
time,
ton. At the
underlure favors both the single presidential money from women of tne
term and equal suffrage and to take world.
Mayor Henry J. Arnold today said
proper course with Senator Sanford'suld
O'Neill was right in reprimanding the
resolutions adoption or rejection-wopatrol wagon driver, as that officer
be distasteful.
not authorized to take a prisoner
was
""k
.
to the county jail on orders from the

THE

SOUND IS HEARD

SET TO EXPLODE AT MIDNIGHT.

QUARRELLED WITH

BATTLE IN

BUSINESS DISTRICT

7.

"

RADICAL.
DISCOVERED

FEST," SAYS CUMMINS

Some of the other senators said to
be in sympathy with the conference
plans and who will attend if possible,
are Bristow of Kansas; Clapp of Minnesota; Kenyon of Iowa; LaFolIette

POLICE GOT HOLD
OF WRONG NiAN

7.

TALK

C, May
Washington,
gressive Republican senators,
sentatives and state leaders will confer informally in Chicago Saturday
or Monday to discuss plans of the
party and the advisability of holding
a national convention next fall.
the
leading
"Senator Cummins,
movement, has extended invitations to
liberal leaders of the party who did
not join the 'Progressive party after
last June.
the Chicago convention
Senator Cummins said today he was
not ready to announce names of several senators and representatives who
attended the conference.
"It will not be a reorganization
conference," said Senator Cummins,
today, "but one merely to talk things
over."
Senator Borah, another Republican
with
Progressive leader, talked todaycomer-ence.
Senator Cummins aDout uie

The Council Meeting, Told In Brief.
conApproved petition paving east and west sides of the plaza, letting
tract to the state penitentiary.
Tabled petition to pave Don Gaspar avenue, the solons declaring that a
of the expense.
"joker" had been discovered making the city pay half
Passed Ordinance No. 2 relating to sidewalks on Cerrlllos street.
Passed Ordinance No. 2S0 abolish lr.g cesspools in the interest of the
v
rublic health.
Passed Ordinance No. 281 requiring merchants to pay a license even
when they do business here but a short time.
Passed ordinance requiring license to solicit at depots and certain public places.
Instructed the light committee to install eight posts bearing three
lights each, around the plaza.
Instructed the Santa Fe Water & Light company to install a hydrant
on Don Gaspar avenue, near Mr. Yontz's residence.
Authorized Fire Chief Owen to install a "fire alarm" whitle at water and
out.
light works for better protection when Die break
Before adjourning elected Councilman A. B. Renehan president of the
council, succeeding Roman L. Baca, who has held tnat office for several
'
years.

;

"A

D.

SUCCEED R. L. BACA AS PRESIDENT

Paving.
Much interest was manifested in the
and the council
paving ordinances,
eagerly approved the petition to pave
the east and west sides of the plaza,
making them like the south side. It
was decided to give the contract for
the brick to the penitentiary and have
the work done by convicts. The paving will be done as soon as Warden
MeManus can get his men on the job.
A "Jokf' Found.
When the petition of the residents of
Don Gaspar avenue was read, it was
thought that it, too, would go through
'swimmingly," but a "joker" was dis
covered. The mayor arose and said.
that he had not read the petition carefully before coming to the council and
only then had he discovered the clause
the
requiring the cit '..
of the paving.
"Who put that in, I wonder?" said
Bf veral councilmen in a chorus. There
was laughter and then a motion was
made to table the petition. "We shall
have to have an ordinance requiring
the avenue to be paved, I suppose,"
said the mayor. It will come up at
the next meeting of the council, a fort- night hence, when the paving of Palave avenue will also be discussed
The council discussed the matter of
installing more hydrants, and Frank
Owen appeared before the solons say-into in- that It would be a pleasure
on jt 4 V..
stall hydrants say every &uu ieei, um.
that he thought every 300 feet would
be a hardship and an unnecessary one.
The council asked that a hydrant be
placed in front of Mr. Yontz's house on
Don Gaspar avenue to add protection
to that part of the avenue. A committee will consult with Mr. Owen this
afternoon on further action in regard
to hydrants.
Ordinance No. 2, relating to sidewalks, was passed. Vitrified brick and
cement will be used on Cerrillos street
!d on
7...
i
.' " attan
..'i..,-

FROM

FIRE

SOUND ALARM.

WHISTLE WILL HENCEFORTH
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trans-Pacif-

almost instant death.

Rvracnse N. Y.. May 7. An all
night conference of members of the
Syracuse Builders association and
of the striking building
laborers failed to settle the laborers
strike and precautions were taken today to prevent a. repetition of yester-

ic

INCOME TAX SECTION HAS

CLOGGED THE TARIFF WHEELS

e
scores of minority amesdments
Washington, D. C'May
come tax section of the tariff bill hadjpnd he found it difficult to fix any
so retarded progress of the measure time for closing debate.
Consideration of the income tax
in the house that Democratic leaders
early today expressed doubt of the feature of the bill finally was concludMa-Jed and the house immediately probill's passage before tomorrow.
day's riots.
ceeded with the administrative proviwhen
Underwood
Leader
sought,
rity
a
striker
injured
Guesseppe Vasta,
to speed up sions with little likelihood of oppo- in yesterday's fight with the police, the house
ccnsideratlon of the section, but there sition.
died today.
7.i-Th-

c
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THE

Fresh Eggs, 30c Per Doz.

MEETING

LAST EVE

Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

Pi

GOOD

MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.

MUCH INTEREST SHOWN BY THE

AND

MEMBERS

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.

OF THE

COMMERCE

CF

CHAMBER

ARE

NEW MEMBERS

COMING IN.

II

NTER G

B

Y

UL

FUTURE WORK

CO.

IS LAID OUT

40.

ZPHOItfJEf

Wood

oal

SAWED WOOD

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
EDfiM CAMTA PP To El Paso, Blsbee, Douglass and
jAllIA PC all points in New Mexico, Ari-

zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

East
or
TEST
West

EUGENE FOX,

MILITARY
ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO

Southwest.

Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 3,700 feet above sealevel,
unsblne every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions (or physical
are
and mental development
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Fourelsewhere in America.
teen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

The meeting of the chamber of
commerce last night was well attendWE STAND DAC(S
ed, more than half the membership
being present.
-- EVERYBODY LIKES A CERTAIN
AMOUNT OF APPLAUSE AND
After the reading of the minutes
APPRECIATION SHOWN THEM WHEN THEY KNOW THEY HAVE
by Secretary Jeancon and their apDONE A GOOD THING. WE ARE ALWAYS TRYING TO MAKE A HIT
were read, Townsend, Charles M. Stauffer and
proval, communications
WITH THE PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY BY HAVING A NEW. FULL
the most important being one from others.
STOCK OF RELIABLE HARDWARE, AND BY BEING ABLE TO GIVE
to W. G.
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell
The president called on ,T. W.
CUSTOMERS JUST WHAT THEY WANT, AND BY MAKING GOOD, HON
Sargent, regarding the establishment Giddings to speak along the line of
EST PRICES, SO THAT EVERYONE WHO BUYS HARDWARE FROM
at this publicity. Mr. Giddings said that he
of a summer Chautauqua
US WILL GO AWAY SATISFIED. WE CAN DO NO BETTER ADVERTIScalled
This
communication
not
to
did
that
much
the
have
place.
offer,
es there. He says he got all of that ING THAN TO PLEASE OUR CUSTOMERS AND GET THEIR CONFIR. P.
forth much endorsement,
press would continue in the future,
it
as it had done in the past, to adver- country that looked good to him and DENCE AND GOOD WILL.
stating that he thought
would be a fine thing in view of the tise Santa
to present its ad bo has returned to New Mexico.
Joe hang is home from a trip to
WOOD -fact that the summer institute of vantages as a tourist point. He en
teachers met here and that alone dorsed the suggestion that had been jKanfus City with a train load of
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
Phone 14.
Phone 14.
would bring 150 or more teachers to made by the president a few days
c
1.
i
i
n
.j
Mr.
R.
of
D.
father
the city.
Hardy,
Hardy,
tu, mat Ul piuuiug uaiuij in an uic
On motion of J. W. Norment
the hotels, depots and other prominent o! ine tiaray Hardware company, is
following committee was appointed to places which should set forth some havirg a modern bungalow erected in
see Col. Twitchell when he comes of the important and
interesting the west part of town. This residence
here on the 12th of May: J. V. Nor- sights to be seen in and about Santa io in aring completion and will be an
"
orna nent to that part of town.
Fe.
ment, Francis C. Wilson, R. F.
t
Mr. and Mrs. Sam J. Dixon have
Major R. J. Palen, F. E. Nud-ing- ,
Judge McFie spoke of the good be- moved into
their new home in the
W. N. Townsend, Judge J. R. Mein
done
Fe
Santa
the
ing
by
railrqad
rit.', Levi A. Hughes, and Judge W. the orchestras and concert companies southeast part of town, which is a
modern home In all respects.
H. Pope.
that were being sent about the coun- nice,
E. K. Cadallader.lhe cantaloupe man
Bills were read, and on motion or- try and the fine company that had reCrutchfield & Woolfolk,
dered paid after being audited.
cently visited this city, and the prom- representing
N THESE DAVS OF MODERN METH
The following new members paid ise made that more such companies has been in Portales looking after the
cantaloups business.
the membership fee and dues and would be brought here.
ODS, Electricity plays a most impowere- admitted:
on
Mr. Addison Hall also spoke
George M. Kinsell,
Llewel
Arthur Seligman, Jake Levy,
rtant part. The grandfather would
publicity, and the desirability of GRADUATES AT
lyn Hall, Addison Hall, William Gregg, drawing the outside world's attention
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- CLOUDCROFT
SCHOOL
Rev. Leonidas W. Smith, Attorney to the supreb climate of Santa Fe,
General Frank W. Clancy and S. "where the thermometer stood at 84
ern home and why all this light? To
J. C. Jones and Scott B. Williams
Spitz. The total membership is now on the 4th of July, and at 105 in New
make the home more homelike to make
York on that date, and at 120 degrees who accompanied the party last week
62.
The finance committee made its re or more at Cincinnati."
ovrr the proposed Cloudcroft-Peco- s
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
of Valley electric line on a trip of inalso spoke
port and a statement was made reSecretary Jeancon
for father, mother and children. Good light
garding the auditing of the books, by the superiority- of the Santa Fe cli- spection returned to Cloudcroft Sunmate here 0 7tv that of Colorado day. The trip was made to YO
H. F. Stephens.
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
Under new business Judge Pope Springs, and the feasibility of getting crossing in hacks and in autos from
of
more
desired.
who
the tourists
go there there to Hope, Artesia and Roswell.
spoke on the matter of giving some
The Cloudcroft school closed Fri
kind of a particularly unique enter- from Texas, for instance, to come
day after a very successful
year.
tainment, in the way of an Indian here to spend the summer months.
A
smoker is goin; to There were three who graduated from
dance and parade here on the 4th of
in
be
future.
near
for
the
planned
the
Geo.
eighth grade:
Harkness, ElJuly, at the time when not only the
The chamber then adjourned, and mer McClure and Alfred Riggs. The
state Sunday school and the state
Christian Endeavor delegates would the general feeling among the mem- following program was rendered at
be here, but when we would have bers and officers is that the way is the eighth grade graduation exercisnow clear for some real results in es held at the school house
many delegates here from the interSaturday
national branch of the latter body, the near future for the upbuilding evening, May 3d, at 8 o'clock:
"
and
of
Santa
espeFe,
enlargement
Glee
have
some of the particulars of which
Greeting
as a tourist point,
The Hero of New Orleans, Geor?e
already been mentioned in the New cially
Harkness.
Mexican. The matter after the heart13 QUITE SO CONVEN
The Death of Madero, Elmer Mc
iest endorsement by the chamber was PORTALES ALIUE
IENT as to touch the button and
Clure.
referred to the entertainment comMusic".
TO ALL
mittee, of which S. G. Cartwright is
your stove is ready to cook your
May Day Song.
chairman, and on motion the chair
OF
ADVANCEMENT
iron ready to use, your toasted
Valedictory, Alfred Riggs.
was instructed to appoint committee
Presentation of Diplomas, J. M.
to confer with the mayor and com
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
Portalos, X. M., May 7. The plant- Helm.
mon council regarding to the matter
out
for the fray, your washer
of
um
cleaner
and
of
Music.
and
a
setting
ready
cantaloupes
of having Indians here
parade tng
a
On the Lake We Tloat.
fan
and dance, or something along that sweet potato slips is occupying
to
cleanse,
ready to cool the heatready
irAddress to Class, Thomas Daniel.
line, in connection with the celebra- large share of the interest of the
will do every thing
rooms.
ed
Electricity
A
now.
in
the valley
Music.
rigation farmers
tion of the 4th of July.
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
Good Bye.
The president then read a list of large acreage will be put in of these
The address to the class by Thos.
the standing committees for the com- money making crops. These with othday and night' Estimates and full Inforto alfalfa, Daniel, editor of the Weekly
ing year. He "prefaced the reading er truck crops, in addition
mation cheeer fully given. :
at it these
was excellent.
by calling attention to article 2 of are keeping the farmer hard more imsee
will
This
year
the constitution which stated what days.
the chamber was organized for, and provement along permanent lines in
HOW'S THIS?
the matter, Fortales valley than many years comhe concisely reviewed
We Offer One Hundred
Dollars Rein
bined
the
were
past.
his
that
showing
appointments
ward for any Case of Catarrh That
The people of Portales and sur
made to carry out the purpose for
toCannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
which the body came into existence. rounding country believe in pulling
Cure.
The following are the committees: gether these days for the good of all
At a good roads meeting .. .. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Auditing Stauffer, chairman; Lutz, cencerned.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
held in the court house therewas a
Nuding.and muGh in- J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
splendid
representation
Entertainment .Cartwright, 3.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
terest was manifested. Porter Deen believe him perfectly honorable in all
chairman; Brookes, Dendahl, Ham-pe.as elected chairman and Coe How business transactions and financially
Krick, Norment, Palen, Prince,
it able to carry out any obligations made
ard, secretary. After discussion
Stanton.
was decided to appoint a committee by his firm.
Finance Owen, chairman;
to select the route for this road, which NATIONAL, BANK OF COMMERCE,
SWASTIKA
FACTORY WOOD
S. G Hughes, Pfiueger, Town-send- .
A comi to be built by the county.
Toledo, O.
WOOD
of
mittee was appointed, consisting
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken interBaca, R. L., chairman;
Legislation
WOOD
COAL
CORD
STEAM
Carl Turner, Graham nally, acting directly upon the blood
W.
J
Thompson,
Lavan, Read, Renehan, Abbott.
Eryant and several others, with C. L. and mucous surfaces of the system.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
and
Industries
Manufacturing
county surveyor, as advisory Testimonials sent free Price 75 cents
Fornoff, chairman; Hersch, Levy, Carter,
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T- - & S. F. Railroad Depot- member. It was unanimously agreed to per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
McGibbon, Oakley, Gormley, Vaughn., run the road due south of Portales to
Take Hall's Familv Pills for
Collins, chairman;
Membership
the county line, a distance of about
Massie, Spitz, Pope, Salmon, Cooiner. 25 miles.
in
to
be put up
The road is
New-OlSanta Fe McFie, chairgood shape, and will mean a great
!
Delgado, deal
man; Cutting,
Chapman,
to the southern part of the counMorley, Pope, Pitaval, Archbishop;
considerable
ty, as there has been
Sena.
sand to be pulled through in order to
Publicity Cutting, chairman;
For Repairing of All Kinds
reach the county seat. It will be of
Giddings, Loomis, Mera, Smith,
also to Portales and the
value,
In Metal and Wood
great
White.
ReMost of the grain of the counPublic Funds and Utilities Selig- valley.
counis raised in that part of the
?
'GUNS, BICYCLE,
man, A., chairman; Collins, Garcia, ty and this road will enable the farty,
'
Gormley, Hanna, Otero, M. A., Nor- mer to deliver it at greatly reduced
Mission
We make
Furniture,
It would be interesting to
LOCK, KEY and
ment, Wilson, Wright.
thus greatly benefiting the
Shelving, Counters, Steplad-der- s,
know how much less it costs
Railroads Hughes, chairman; An- expense,
and do all kinds
one family to live than another
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES
irrigation farmers, who use.. a large
drews, Cartwright, H. B., Hersch, Sal- amount
of repairing.
of maise and kaffir produced
of like means and requirements.
A.
mon, Seligman,
on the dry farms, while they employ
It is qui' certain that all house128 Calisleo St. Phone 1W J
State Roads and Bridges Hanna, their land
in producing crops, which
holds do not possess equal Inchairman; Baca, Bishop, Dorman, Lo- under irrigation are more profitable.
and economy in their
telligence
pez, Owen.
NOVELTY WORKS.
lu one Beuse, the luad to the south
buying.
Tourists Sargent, chairman; Dor-an- , o: the couaty is an
or
XO-- i
Just Try a New Mexican Want Aa
A
finely organized business
Keefe, Rawles, Yontz.
ant aiilc.k returns.
state road. Roosevelt county has pre157 W.
SANTA FE. N. M. If you
Telephone
house, through its trained purJudge McFie then spoke to the point viously built a road northeast across
of the sand along the railroad running
on the matter of the
chasing department, knows with
exactness where to buy and'
the chamber of commerce and the to Clovis, In order to give the people
what to buy. This newspaper
board of regents of the American of Blackwater Draw a way to come
knows the last word about the
and the to Portales without pulling several
School of Archaeology,
vast quantities of paper and Ink
plans, as already mapped out for fur- miles of sand. Now it appears that
and everything else it buys. We
(HEW MEXICAN FEINTING CO. "
ther improvement of the Old Palace,, Curry county is to build a road through
"
J
.
.Local Agents, for
would close up shop , pretty
and erection in the placita of a bet- the sand from Clovis to Blackwater
quickly if we bought without
ter hall for the school and the cham- Draw, to connect with the road built
absolute information to ' guide
ber. He spoke pointedly too, upon the by Roosevelt county. When this is
us.
matter of preventing the moderniz- completed, and some ' few improveing of the architecture of old Santa ments are made on the road built by
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXi "Elastie" Bookcase
Fe and the necessity of keeping In- his county, which has worn some in
ICAN, through Its advertising
and Desk combined.
tact the quatntness of the old town. places, there will be an excellent aucolumns, offers every Individual
The new federal building,
for In tomobile and wagon highway
from
and every family the opportunk
A Desk Unit with few et
"
stance, he said should be built along Portales to Clovis. The road south
ity to practice the same exactmtny Book Units as dotted.
the old Spanish lines of architecture: of town will give splendid inlet and
The only perfect combination
ness and efficiency In making
He said that the Santa Fe railroad outlet in that direction, so with these
IWrtr
dak aod bookcase ever mads.
lltf.
their disbursements. THE SAN'
had a disposition to make this city
or state roads this part
Roomy, convenient attrac- TA FE NEW MEXICAN adverto
snow
want
tourwe
tivc
the second point of attraction for
yon
oi tbe country will have made great
huIs
the very pulse of
-tising
3r
Us advanUgis and posri- ists, to the Grand Canyon. He dwelt advancement in the matter of good
man activity. Study It. Be inbitttka Ci&wiacotfAoat'
on the fact that the members of the reads. .:
V
formed by it. And you will learn
s about it
Ed Tyson, father of John Tyson, the
Geographical society were pleased
the secret of economy and the
over their visit to the town and had cattleman, of this place, haa returned
low cost of living, l
gone sway to talk about it and to from South America, where he haa
hold pleasant memories of tbe quaint been managing one of the large ranch- -
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WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

I FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS
THROUGH LINE TO
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:

Spring is Here
Why not have that
Upholstering Done

"Fixit Shop"

and Furniture
paired

J.F.RHOADS

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo.

' Low Cost of

Living.''

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

I

SAWED

SIZES;

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

1

Wood

goal
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LUMP
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particulars
address,
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E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
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Or

THEM.

DAVIS HARDWARE

That

I r

SELECTED THEM FOR.
YOU THEY ARE HERE
AT A FAIR. PRKE AMP

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

War Department.

Li

HIT

tU WHEN YoV

WITH

Cloud-crofte-

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

r For

THAT

;5EE OUR STOCK OF
GOOD COOVS.
WE

INTERESTS

INSTITUTE

TheWesfPoinTofThe

Regents

WILL MAKE A

POWER

For Rates and Full lnformation'Address
P. AGENT,
0 F
EL PASO, TEXAS.

NEW MEXICO

.mm

RESOLVED
WE

THE

riiUlH

TiK

swiMttN.

jLEGHTli

Phone One Double 0 J.

Best
Route

Those who Buffer from Consumption
troubled
with night
Ki'iicriilly
fever. ohm of Htrcnth nml lif-Ior no lipjH'titrv
uJr. pood food,
Frli
And the proper euro of the body nre
to a recovery, but lu many cases
something else is needed. Kekmnn's Alterative in a medicine which ims been
most successful in stopping night sweats,
redwing fever and promoting appetite,
and many who have used It. dee hi re it
saved
their lives. Investigate what it
did in this ease:
"(lentlemeu : Kor four years I was
troubled with rough, which gradually
became worse; I h;td night sweats and
pains in my chest. 1 w;is Nwing my
and hud become so thin and weak
t
not m rend to my household unties. A physician pronounced my cast
Not being satisfied, I was
Consumption.
examli!"d by the physicians of the Polyclinic Hospital.
They also pronounced
the disease Consumption,
which was
proven later by, tin examination of sputum, us Tuberculosis ibtcilli were found.
I
was ordered to a Consumptive Hospital. My nephew would not allow me
to go until I had tried Kckman's Alterative, iicfore I had taken the medicine
three weeks 1, had marked relief, night
swell's ceased, pain In the breast re
lieve', cough became loose and easy,
ft me and I commenced gel ting
fever
I am
will. U.v health became normal.
In i p lent health now and have been
coir.ph- ely cured for ten years. I strongIt."
ly
(MltS.) MAltY AVAKSON.
Cup 1 d. OrcPii. ITJ'J 8. 17tli St.. l'hlia.. Pa.
K'ki" ins Alterative is effective in Won-chltiThroat and
sthma, liny
and lu upbuilding' the
Lung TrouMe,
system. I toes not contain poisons, opiaret,
or habit forming tlrugi Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries an write to Kckman
Laboratory,
Pa., for eviPhiladelphia.
dence. For sale by all leading druggist:
In
Zook's
by
Santa
Pharmacy
ar

Fe-an-

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

The

tea that they had enjoyed.
Frank Owen presented three resolutions. One regarding the presentation of questions to the householders
of Santa Fe as to the cost of articles
purchased abroad, with a view of getting at the facts as to the difference
between the price of goods at home
and abroad.
This was referred to
the committee on manufacturing and
industries.
Mr. Owens' resolution commending
the owner and manager of the De
Vargas hotel for the progressive spirit manifested in expending money for
the improvement of the hotel, and
and
congratulating such ownership
management on the advancement of
the work and promising the support
to
of the chamber and its influence
make it a success, --was met with a
hearty endorsement by that body.
The third resolution by Mr. Owens
relative to publicity in printing and
in putting the fact of membership of
the chamber of commerce on cards,
and so forth was referred to the committee, on publicity, after .several discussions and suggestions from W. N.

Benefited Many Who
Had Tuberculosis

d

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

'old town, and that they had remem-- I
bered with pleasure the entertain-- l
ment that had been given them, by

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.

inter-count-

For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc , call on
Vfm. M. Scott, TraTeliaf Freight and Passenger Agent, 239
Sao Francisco Street, or at Union Depot
--
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MAY 7, 1913.

TO STEAL A

RACE WHEN NAMES ARE

BUT

SETTLING

DOWN TO A
HONORS

WITH FIRST

-

AS THE END DRAWS
ROYAL

BATTLE

NEAR -- CANDIDATES

$1,000

AAE

BOTH

IN GOLD COIN GOES

TWO MORE WEEKS OF THE RACE.

ONLY

THE
OLD

M

IIPIII
rUK NtW
MJKflk

SB

IIMt

PARTIES

RING FOR

WIND-- MR.

THROWS

THE

SPIRITED

THERE IS AMPLE

RECORD

SPEECH--

PLATFORM,

HOT

THAT

SHOWS
ARE

LIGHT

;

AUSTRIA.

OF LOCAL INTEREST.
Some People We Know and We Will
Profit by Hearing About Them.

SPAR-

MiiRDOCK
ON

IN

DEBATE

IN THE HOUSE.

This Is a purely local event.
It took place in Santa Fe.

He conjectured
charitably that Mr. 1'ndemjood had
fi llen into error because of his multitudinous duties in regard to the tar-il'and then said:
"What you did was to cut out three
bureaus of the government and put
only one in its place, and then not
for
make a sufficient appropriation
the maintenance of the one. There
was the bureau of manufactures, the
bureau of statistics and the bureau
of foreign commerce in the state department, ihe first two being in the
department of commerce and labor.
s
You abolished these bureaus as a
of economy, and il was so stated
01 the floor of the house, and you cre- only one bureau to take tne place
the three and then reiused to mane
!a sufficient appropriation for the one.
Mr. Mann went on to say that no
one m the House except Air ritzgeraia
"would have the gall to lay upon a
Republican administration the failure
to make' the appropriation he suggest-forand he pointed his remark by
pl.asizing the refusal of the Democrat-for- t
ic house to make appropriation for
tinning the tariff board,
Here we have Democrats and
publicans accusing each other of
very

FROM THE PROGRESSIVE

the army, on which will fall a lot of
the fighting in Montenegro, is that section which has been trained for duty
i he mountainous
districts.

YOU JUST WAIT UNTIL DAU(D MONTENEGRO
GETS A CRACK AT THAT BIG GOLIATH

Mr. Mann promptly came buck with
ai. account of what had happened that
put .Mr. Underwood's statement in a

PLANK

ANNOUNCED TOMORROW?
GROWS EXCITING

Fitzgerald and the other Democratic
leaders had desired to make it.
These statements of Mr. Underwood
and Mr. Fitzgerald sounded like a genuine effort upon the part of the Democrats to accomplish at least a part
of. the results sought to be accomplished by the Progressive proposition for
o Hinrnnpli vnintr tariff rrttimiiKstnn hilt

TORIES WANT

WHO WILL LEAD BIG

CONTEST

PAGE THREE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

differ ?t light.

j

Not in some faraway place.
You are asked to Investigate it.
Asked to believe a citizen's word;
To confirm i citizen's statement.
Any article that ts endorsed ' at
liomn
Is more worthy of confidence
Than one you know nothing about.
Endorsed by unknown people.
II. Daca, Prop, meat market,
St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
"About two and a Sa!f years ago I
gave a public statement, telling ot
my experience with Doan's Kidney
rid me ot
Pills.
They completely
pains in my back that had troubled
me off and on for months.
When I
stooped or brought a strain on my
loins, I suffered severely and there
were various symptoms which convinced me that my trouble came from
I finally
used
disordered kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
prompt relief. I continued taking
them and it was Bt long before
every symptom of trouble disappeared."
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Del-gad- o

Nothing better discloses the sound-- '
of the Progressive party's plat-ite- r
form demand for the creation of a
scientific,
permanent,
commission and the popu-!c- r
tariff
(P
the
greatest
candidate
Mexi-,ethe
having
Tomorrow 8 issue of The New
fnnr'lrr ty of that idea throughout the
t,
forward to with ;number of vot f"
Call Will UV 4 WW
country. th,n the efforts made by
after
capital
districts
prize
grand
is
it
then
for
usual
interest
more than
iboth the old parties in the current tar-- ,
been
awarded,
whd.has
that the names of the candidates
jiff debate in congress on this subject,
Fo"r 20
?
are competing in the mammoth Muu
are only out in an
& Ktrkpatrick, Agents, The Republicans
Neal
of
contest now being conducted by ibis phased
to steal the Progressive plat- fffort
the
To
awarded
be
N.
M.)
- Santa Fe,
for their own use. The Demo-jed- "
paper ' and the number of votes r.celv-. nrnriirlalna havin?
thf HPCnh.i highest
"
will be in.ifirt "uuu,uulv"
are prevented from such an ef- ed for each
of
the four
number of votes in each
their party record of opposi-- ;
known to the eager and watching pub-- 1
by
district.
Conse- to a tariff commission.
lie.
Four $150 Diamond Rings, (purchasstrained
the
to
are
put
Numerous and sundry surprises arc ed of H. C. Yontz,
fluently
they
Jeweler, Santa Fe,
States.
unpleasant necessity of endeav-predicted for this publication, as more N. II.) To be awarded the candidates
and trickery in their
Remember the name Donn's and
to
the same result by
secure
taken
has
of
general and concerted work
ade-- a
having the third highest number
take no other.
through the employment ofjeacy of a measure for securing
place in the last few days than any votes in each of the four districts.
intended to quate information before attempting
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FIGHTERS
RUDY UNHOLTZ TELLS
STORV CLUB
HOW HE
FOUGHT 1 6 TERRIFIC ROUNDS WHILE UNCONSCIOUS AND
EARNED A DRAW AGAINST PETER SULLIVAN.
1
.

f

The "Fighter's Story Club" met in
my room again last night ami the
smoke was very dense. Jasper came
in with a fellow and when he had
Cleared up the atmosphere a bit yelled:
''Your spiel!" Rudy. AVhereupon
Rudy Unholz coughed out the tobacco smoke in his lungs and told us
about his hardest, toughest scrap.

vious to his fight at Reno' in 1909 and
would prove that while playing
a
vaudeville engagement he was living
with three white girls in the same
city and that he took them about the
country with him. These women, he
a
declared, were Belle Schreber,
,
girl named "Hattie" and Etta
whom Johnson later married and
who subsequently
killed
herself
while despondent over the ignominy
of her life with the uegro.
The attorney asserted also that he
would show by witnesses that Johnson had beaten certain white girls'
with whom he had associated and
been compelled, to pay their bills at
hospitals.
Dur-yea-

BASEBALL

OKTAIK

,

(By Rudy Unholz.)
The hardest battle I ever took part
In was with Peter Sullivan, a dangerous lightweight from Fall
River,
II ass.
In this battle I boxed 16 rounds
without knowing what 1 was doing. I
knocked Sullivan down five times in
the fifth round, while floundering
around, groggy from a knock-dowpunch he handed me in the second
.and from which I didn't recover until
the 19th.
Boxing fans who saw Sullivan box
me at Ogden, Utah, November
22,
say. Two
1907, will vouch for what
sorts of knockdowns featured the
scrap the wallop behind the mitts
and the fumes of champagne. If it
hadn't been for the grupe I'd have
been eased away for the 10 count instead of earning a draw.
When I met Sullivan I had fought
but a few times In the United States,
but was confident I could more than
hold my own with the Fall River
boxer.
A few days previous to this I lost
on a foul to "Cyclone" Johnny Thomp-eon- ,
but the promoters were good
enough to give me another chance.
Like Thompson, Sullivan was one
boxers
of those rushing, slam-banwho don't know how to stop. As 1
recall the fight, no love was lost
from the first tap of the bell. We
hurried to the middle of the ring and
began to slug.
I wasn't long realizing that trying
to box Sullivan was out of the question. So I decided to slug, relying on
my strength and ability to take punishment.
The first round was a toss?up.' .;i.ln
the second we were slamming away
t
for fair and I got a clout on the
put me down for nine. I thought
I never could get up.' I finally climbed to my feet in time to cover up and
avoid what looked like a thousand
smashes coming from all directions.!
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trouble I took Foley Kidney
Pills and got the very best of results

Eheumatism,

Their action was prompt and effective. I had backache and
pains in the
right side, my kidneys were congested and their action irregular'.
Since
'using Foley Kidney Pills I have had
no more backache and no trace of
my
former kidney trouble."
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, (Continued
Washington
Cleveland . . ;
6
13
,6S7
Mechanics
Want Higher November election, and they had not
9
.591 Electrical
.13
Chicago
Wages and Enforce Demands by Itarned their lesson, and they turned
St. Louis
9
12
.429
Cars and Cutting off Lights against it. The truth is that at this
Poston . ,.
.... 7 11 .389 Stopping
San Francisco, May 7. All transpor-- j late hour;he
enublican leaders are
Detro!t .
14
6
.300
tution and' manufacturing companies trying to "take up", the "thing they
New York . . .'
2
15
.113
t sing light, powe,raii,d gag supplied ,by dropped. ...They; ,i.were , given their
the Pacific Gas and Electric company,.) chance.
not be given- - it
Western League.
Thy will
were affected by a Btrike today of again. (Applause
on
Democratic
side.)
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet 2 000
mechanics affliliated with, the' ..Mo8t of tlle
,
Lenvr r
2
14
Democra(s
thig
.S75
and
council
of
California.
power
cl,ambel. are against a tarit commis.
C
Si. Jceph
11
.047 light
men ask shorter hours and more eion.
The
Lincoln
j do no, agree wUh them ,hat a
fl
10
.025
tariff commission is not a good thing,
.
S
Omaha ,
8
.500 paj''
Oakland, Calif., May 7. Street cars oven for a tariff revenue only ; but thsv
'. . . . 7
S
Pes Moines
.407
Sioux City
6
10
.375 were halted and electric lights werelaer open in their opposition; they are
The
5
10
.333 shut off for several hours when alii against a tariff commission.
Topt a
employes of the Pacific Gas publican leaders of this body are pre- ,
2
.
Wichita
13
.132
..
A T7llrtI
e
J!
fuu iicvuuu iTuiiipuuj, wiui iiib excep- - I.u'liuing iu
lor a ilamr commission.
tion of the steam engineers, went out (Applause on Democratic side.) Put
on strike today. New helpers and
back in power, let this bill which
j dents
from electrical colleges, as well the Democrats will pass bring disaster
as superintendent and men who had upon the country, and if by any
National League.
worked in the operating de- - tune the Republican leaders shall come
partments of the service, were called hack into power, they will have no tar-lChicago at Brooklyn.
and the planls resumed operations, iff commission.
They will begin to
Pittsburg at Boston.
Over 500 men are on strike.
revise the tariff in the same old way,
Cincinnati at Xew York.
San Francisco, May 7. At the of-- getting their information from who
Si. Louis at Philadelphia.
fices of the council it was said today! want to be protected at the expense
American League.
that the cities concerned were: San oi the general public. (Applause on
Washington at Chicago.
Francisco and Oakland, Sacramento, Democratic side.)
Ndw York at Detroit.
San .lose, Santa Rosa, Vallejo, Stoc-tcn- ,
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
Marysville, Chico, Oroville and BRAZILIAN MINISTER COMES
Boston at Cleveland.
Fresno.
TOVISIT UNITED STATES.
American Association.
A strike vote was taken among the
D. C May 7. The BraWashington,
Columbus at Louisville.
various local unions, which, when canzilian dreadnaught Minus Geraiz will
Toledo at Indianapolis.
Minneapolis at Milwaukee.
auf Mueller, minister of forwhelming sentiment in favor "of BWt
LU
0.110.119
Ul
llltS U IlltCU
1LZ.U,
St. Paul at Kansas City.
i'lg. Anotlur conference was held igll
last night between a representative of States, sailing from Rio de Janeiro,
the company and officers of the coun and arriving at Norfolk, Va., about
cil. The labor leaders were told flat- threo weeks later. In addition to rethe visit made to his counly, they say, that their demands could paying
National League.
try by Former Secretary of State Eli-h- u
not be considered.
At Philadelphia
Root, the special ambassador will
The street c'ar system in San Fran- 3
S
St. Lcuis
'i
go to San Francisco to select the site
citco was but slightly affected.
for Brazil's exposition building. He
4 10
3
Philadelphia
will visit this city Chicago, Boston
Greiner and McLean; Seaton and "LOVE FOUND A WAY"
New York, and later sail from
and
Dooin.
TO BRING FIREMAN
New York on the warship
which
(Ten innings.)
TO WEDDING FEAST.
brought him.
Official advices to that effect were
At New
z
Bridegroom, Who Is a Truckman, received
today.
,
4 S
2
.Turns in Alarm and Firefighters
New York
6 7 2
Hurry to His Home In Chicago.
Benton, Packard and Clarke Ames,
Chicago, May 7. Truckman William
J Werner turned in a fire alarm last
Mathewson and Meyers.
Do you realize the fact that thousands of
night to enable members of truck comwomen are now using
At Brooklyn
pany No. 19 to attend his wedding.
His
renot
could
all
be
:
4
8
compaaion8
2:
Chicago
1 lieved of duty to be his guests, so at
8
Brooklyn
Toney and Bresnahau; Allen, Stack!11' ociock wnen everytning was ready
and Miller, Erwln.
jfer the ceremony, Werner pulled a
.

j

.

.
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Whe They Play Today

stu-ithe-

misfor-fernierl-

y

n

"

For the next 16 rounds every time the hottest fighting was in the fifth
the bell rang at the end of the rounds round when we stood together and
insisted upon continuing the fight, started a terrific slugging match.
I can't swear to this, but the pa- according to my seconds. They said
wouldn't start for my corner until pers said I knocked Sullivan dowu
saw Sullivan break and take his five times, but couldn't finish him.
seat.
With each passing round I grew
Throughout the battle my seconds stronger, but my brain was dulled by
gave me champagne, for I never en- that wallop in the second. Through
ter the ring without this beverage in. the 11th, 12th, 13th and 14th I held
my corner. I learned next day that- my own with this rough fellow, and

SCIOM OF FAMOUS FAMILV APPEARS IN PANTOMIME.

of local stars hustle to be
The grounds will be
over ami luepaimiuiis maue lor
uie cuiiuui i oi Hie" inns,
Both tennis are now daily practicing and as the weather is warming
up and the kinks are gradually being
eliminated the Sunday game will not
be marred by numerous errors and
wild throws which prevailed in the
earlier games.
gregation
in

at the finish.

te

finally in the 17th I began

to

see

things more clearly,
In the 19th I was as good as new,
and my seconds realized it and hoped

to see me knock out Sullivan. They
sent me out to finish hiin and I tried
hard, but he was strong, too, and I
failed to get. over the punch.
I was glad to earn a draw, because,
believe me, that" was the toughest
battle I ever did play a part in.
when he learns of this fact. Last
year he was in the America, associa
tion and had a good battin? tiverage.

SPEARS DEFEATS

FEW PITCHERS HAVE
E
WIDE
OUT-CURV-

LOCAL PLAYER
billiardist
Spears, the champion
last evening gave another of his wonderful exhibitions at the Elks' club
.rooms and duplicated his perform-.ancof the evening before, .startling
the select audience with his daring

1

p

'

York-Cinci-

nnati

KALEM

Louis-Philade- lphia

......3

SEUG- -"

SELIG..."

.

box.

When the apparatus arrived, Werner
explained that, the "fire" was in his
heart, and ushered the firemen into
the home of his bride, rubber boots,
mackinaws, helmets and all. A half
hour later they were back at the sta
tion.
Werner met his bride, who was
Miss Sarah Miller, when he rescued
her from a fire several months ago.

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
a remedy for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulceraas

Mid-We-

Superb
Chocolates

f4fuffat

ioc

"-DR-

N-"

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

tion, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cured say "it is worth its
weight in gold. ' ' Dissolve in water and
apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine in their private correspondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it has
OIL HEARING BEGUN.
no equal. Only 50c. a large box at DrugCheyenne, Wyo., May 7. Hearing gists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
began today before Judge J. A. Riner,
in the U. S. district court in the suit
Oil company, to seof. the
cure, title to valuable oil lands in the
Salt creek district of Wyoming. The
morning was taken up with the open
ing statement of Joel F. Vaile, attorMr. Vaile
ney for the oil company.
contended that the withdrawal of the
All other chocolates seem
land by President Roosevelt after the
oil company had made its first filings, just ordinary, after you once
was illegal, in that the executive had
try
exceeded his authority.
They are just
S
3
Washington
The
oil
made
improveonmpany
as pure and wholesome as they
Chicago
....2 6 1 ments on the
property during the
Hughes and Ainsmith;
Cicotte, interval
between the restoration of the are delicious.
We secured the
Lange and Schalk.
land to entry by President Taft and
American Association.
Its second withdrawal after congress agency for the Huyler line
At Louisville
R
expressly au1 had enacted a statute
1
Columbus .
there is nothing finer,
'
thorizing the executive to withhold knowing
Louisville ,
... 2 7 0 lands
from settlement
The company and because we know too that
Cook and Smith; Woodburn
and
now is seeking to force the governClemons.
will unconsciously
ment to grant it full title to the land. people
At Kansas City
OUT OF GAME FROM INJURY.
judge the value of our stock
St Paul
. 612
Kansas City . . .
.
6
individual lines we
Chicago, 111., May 7. C. Gandll, the by-th- e
Walker and Miller; Vaughn, Rhodes heavy hitting first baseman of ' the
We will be glad to
r.nd O'Conner.
American
Washington
league team carry,
will be out of the game probably for a
this confecweek because of inflammation of a have you judge
College 'Baseball.' '
At Princeton
recently injured toe. The team open-- as soon as convenient.
Brown
10 4 ed Its first western series of this sea- tionery
3 '4 son here today.
In packages from
Princeton
up.

Ann
"The $20,000 Carat
EDISO-

EATC

Today's Games.

masses
and wonderful control
of
the ivories.
As his son had preceded him to Las
Vegas to complete arrangements for
his exhibitions in that city there was
no one to play him and E. C. Burke,
an Elk and local player was prevailed upon to try his mettle with the
At Boston
champion. Mr. Spears did not volunteer to play his opponent 100 or no Pittsburg
l s 5
count as he usually does to all com- Eoston
2 9 1
ers, as if he had he might have been
Otolle and Kelly; Tyler and Whal
defeated.
Burke has not played bil- ing.
liards to any extent for the past two
(12 innings.)
years, and was not in his best form
American League.
means.
The
At St.
game consisted
by any
of 200 points, straight-rai-l
and Spears
... ....3 6 0
himself was not at his best, his high St. Louis
2 5 0
est run being 51, and when he reachBrown and Lapp Mitchell and Al- ed the 200 button Burke had rolled exander.
' ...
up 96.
At Cleveland-Bos- ton
After the conclusion of the straight
.1 6 0
rail game Spears gave an exhibition
4 9.0
of fnacy masses, cushion drives, cal- Cleveland
Foster and Carrigan;
Leonard,
culation and gather shots that demonstrated his complete
mastery of Falkenberg and Carisch.
the popular gentleman's game. He
At Detro- ittheft turned his attention to the game
6 8 3
of pocket billiards and Chinese pool, New York
0 2. 5
and enlightened the audience in the Detroit
Keating and Sweeney; Mullin, Zam- mysteries of that game. Mr. Spears
left for Las Vegas this morning bech and Stanch, Gibson.
I
At Chicago
where he will exhibit tonight and

Since long Tom Hughes was officially counted out among the Amer
ican league clubs it has been noticeable that there has been no pitcher in
the organization possessing the wonderful sweeping
out curves
with
which the former Washington twirler
us:ed to mow down the opposition.
The outcurve was probably the first
curve to be invented. Since then all
sorts "of varieties of benders have
been introduced by pitchers with
which opposing sluggers were to be
fooled. And yet, after all is said and
done, the fact remains that if a pitch-e- i
has a good "barn door" out in his
repertory he stands a good chance
of getting away with his game.
When one comes to think of it, there
is scarcely any kind of a ball that puzzles a batter riiore than this ball, unless it be the spitter. Try as they
may to the contrary, heavy hitters
often make idiots of themselves going
at after one- - of those roundhouse twists
Lionel Barrymore In Center; Louise Drew and John - Barrymore,
right; Ethel Barrymore and John Drew, at Left,
dished up between a spitter and a
fast one. It's tantalizing ball, and
' Lionel
Barrymore, a scion of the fa- ers who act in pantomime alone.
the
very fact that it is as old is some- Lionel
is
of
brother
the
Barrymore
mous Barrymore
family, is being
in its favor, for the men hitting
and
tnetbing
Ethel
John
Barrymore
starred by the Biograph "movie"
ft. It
nephew of the great John Drew and very often are not looking fot
works in the same way as a slow ball.
company in a number of feature films. the cousin of Louise Drew.
expecting it and swing
It is a significant fact in the history Just what drew Lionel Barrymore Hitters are not
of the transition of the notable stage into the moving picture business may their heads off when it come fioatiug
JURY COMPLETED IN
folk from the legitimate to the screen not be definitely known. But it's safe up to the plate.
JACK JOHNSON CASE.
His big out curve was Hughes main
to wager tha he did not accept the
play.
Not so long ago the "movie" was a position without the exchange of some asset, and with it he managed to stick
in the big leagues long after he was
Chicago, 111., May 7. A jury to try
subject of derision to the actor of real money.
One of the new Biograph pictures good for nothing but the minors. And Jack Johnson, the negro prize fightplace and rank. Today the foremost
of the speaking stage are finding their in which Lionel Barrymore appears his list of strickcuts bore witness to er, charged with violation of the
way quite naturally and with no sign is "The Lady and the Mouse' an old- - the fact that it was a good asset too. white slave act in transporting Belle
Men with ability to' knock this ball Schreiber from Pittsburg to Chicago
of hesitancy into the company of play-- fashioned romance.
a mile or so are very scarce. If they in 1910, was completed in Federal
end of the 7th inning with the score knew it was coming it would not be Judge Carpenters court today. "Yank"
B. P. O. ELKS WILL PLAY
Kenny, formerly one of the defendWHITE SOX SUNDAY. 9 to 7 in their favor,
understanding!
ant's trainers, is regarded as one of
out
t
t0
,ng
often
8tr,ke
Ho, for next Sunday afternoon at that there was to be only seven inn slam it over the fence.
the principal witnesses for the proseIhe college grounds when the reor- ings played. The Elks have ordered
Ray Chapman, Nap shortstop, is one cution.
new
uniforms
their
and it is hoped of the few players who like a big
Assistant District Attorney Parkin
ganized strong Elks base ball club
they will be here in time to take part curve of this sort. Ray is always de- in addressing the jury, declared that
tackle the champion White Sox
don't fall to be there; it'll be the in the Sunday game; with Safford lighted when he hears the man to he would introduce evidence to show
McCarthy in form and the regu- pitch against Cleveland on a certain thft character of Johnson. He said he
real thing, and will settle finally the and
lar line-uthey should make the day has a curve ball as his standby. would bring out facts detrimental to
'disputed game of a couple weeks ago,
when the Elks left the field at the White Sox combination with its ag- - Chappie is sure of one or two bingleS the defendant which occurred pre-
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THE SEQUEL TO

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,000 00

TOBAR

Does a General Banking ..Business.
Your Patronage Solicited
N. Bi:

1

LAUGflllN, President.

'

"

J.

.

., .W. E, GRIFFIN, Cashier

.:

... .

B. LAMY,

t.

FIRE! FIRE! LAST NIGHT!
Fire comes "by threes " in Santa Fe. Your
property may be next, if not protected see

O. C. WATSON & CO.
the Largest Fire Insurance
Companies in the World!
15 of

Representing

I
I

REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

SURETY

BONDS.

CONVICTED

IN

YESTERDAY

FOR

NEUTRALITY

LAWS.

FEDERAL

VIOLATION

Tlie assassin used a shot gun, firing
from lie shadow of a doorway and
escaped. The four oilier recent murders include that of David Minzer,
shot during the rush hour last night
by three gangsters on t he Williamsburg bridge.
1

A BORDER FIGHT

OF

Redudion i

Bfe.

THE

(Owing to the great Interest mani
fested in the Persona Column, the:
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the read-- '
ers will confer a favor on the New)
Mexican and on their friends, Com'
munications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

The cass of the 1'nited States
Tohar, charged
against Consausion
w:th violating the neutrality laws was
terminated yesterday in the teirerai
court before Judge Pope, and went to
the jury yesterday afternoon, result
ing in a verdict about an hour later,
of
of guilty,- - with a recommendation
mercy, I.eroy Moore, assistant United
States attorney, conducted the case
for the government, and (I. Volney
Howard was attorney for the defend-

DRY

SELJ6MAN

ADOLF

GO.

GOODS

IN ALL

Ginghams,
Egyptian Tissue 25c

PERSONALS! MILLINERY

COURT

FIVE

PACE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

MAY 7, 1913.

WEDNESDAY,

MRS. W.

LIMUOT

ENGLISH

125 Palace Ave

SHE SAYS (T WAS
WELL WORTH COSTS
V. Va., .May

"."I

per yard.

THE NEW CLOTH,

CORD

35c

Comes in plain shades only, very stylish and servicable, only

j

Charleston,

Prelly, Dainty Patterns, only

.".

yd.

PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

don't

'mind payinr. it was well worth it,"
Phil 10. Davanfi a mining man ofldeclared Mrs Cora SluuMiie. a prom-- :
Houston, Texas, is at the F.puropean incnt woman of this city, as she hand,,i
led $o fine and the costs to Justice
le, tel.
ant.
W. H. Jack of Folsom is in the city Coring for assault and battery on a
This case was an interesting one. calling on old friends and spending ajP''e,,' yonf? society girl.
"I never spent money ihat gave me
Fiior to the twelfth of last August aifew days in the capital.
I.. H. Gibson, traveling freight agent more
the
band of some ;!00 of General Salazar s
satisfaction," continued
famous "Red Flaggers" made arrange- ol the New Mexico Central, has re- yc ung society matron. "Girls can say
Iwhat they please about married men
ments with a man named Isidro Fech-cco- , timed from a trip to Kl Paso.
J. H. Paxton, a well known resident land usually there is no one to rebuke
an American citizen, living near
of Las Crttces, is here on business. He them. What this girl said about my
the border, to bring them some
husband I know to be untrue.
rounds of ammunition from Colum is registered at the Montezuma.
bus. Pechcco Immediately
Reeder I. Deason, will leave this
reported
She thought to taunt me when she
the matter to the United States cus week for Trinidad, Colorado, where he jpassed my house with another girl:
toms mounted inspector, Alvin Ash, will remain for several months.
Wednesday evening and made remarks
the line rider on the border, stating
Former U. S. Marshal C. M. Foraker about my husband loud enough for me
do
to
commanded
been
had
that he
ai rived yesterday from Albuquerque to hear.
taught her I know a few
this under kreats from the Mexicans. and la registered at the He Vargas.
Uhings about my husband, and I am
Line Rider Ash and Major Sedgwick
Mrs. M. C. Stevenson returned this perfectly aide to defend
his good
Rice of the Third cavalry then per- morning to the Espanola valley,
on occasions when it would not!
fected arrangements to capture those r a few days stay here on legal busi- - ;do for him to take the matter in his
who should attempt to take the am- ness.
jown hands. I thrashed this baby- munition across the border. At midMiss
Oxford stud- - faced girl and I am glad of it, and I'll
night of August 12, Pecheco drove up ent who has been studying the Indian jdi it again if it is called for."
t., the depot at Columbus, which is and his history, has relumed from

WITH

INSURE
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AND REST CONTENT.

WARD

NSURANCE
THE BEST ANY MAN CAN HAVE

-

Look at the loss on corner of Plaza for
which our companies will REIMBURSE INSURED.

DOES IT PAY?

50,-00-

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGtiR,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Room

ixT
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Phone, 189 J.

.'

119 San Francisco St.,

:
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.

:
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Freire-Marecc-

j

about two and a half miles from the
OcTaviano A. Larrazolo. orator and FOUR POLICE
border and loaded the ammunition on
bis wagon, and according to a
arrived yesterday
ON ANXIOUS BENCH
from Las
lawyer,
plan, drove the wagon over
!to. the military camp and unloaded Vegas on legal business. He is'at the
Montezuma.
NVw Yol.kj M.iy 7
i;util sentence
10,000
keeping
roine 40.000 rounds,
W. R. Eysler of Denver, is in the ,8
klunvB
on K,.i(lay 10
pas81?(,
use
rounds in the wagon for possible
on
business connected
with a;Jus.t wluit movemon, wilj ))(, lllutie by
when they should reach the border. city
..
l.
...ill
,,,,.1
l.ni.ol
l,,,,,o,,
the delense in the case
Line Rider Ash, a secret service man for several
days.
of the four former police inspectors,
named Delan v. in the employ o! Ma
United States Senator Thomas B.
Sweeney,
Thompson,
llussey and
iden), accompanied the wagon and Catron will leave
today for Washing-te- Mui'tlia all found guilty last night
Pecheco then drove towards the point
Sanin
some
time
after
spending
to obstruct
of conspiracy
lor the border where he had consented
justice.
ta Fe and other parts of the state on Each faces a
year in prison, and each
under ihreat to deliver the ammuni- li
gal business.
is also under indictment for bribery.
tion, which was about four and a half
C. J. Kmersou and .1. K. Powers of
It was intimated at the district atmiles from the rebel camp on the oth-e- ' the United
States geological survey torney's oflice today that it may rest
side. Pecheco drove and Delan.v Lave
gone over to Biickman, and will witli the .defendants
themselves
liiin, the sol- measure
and Ash accompanied
the spring flood in the Rio whether or not
are to be tried
they
diers under Major Rice following at
near
that place.
Grande,
on the bribery charge.
If their lawa safe distance until they approached
Raymond Avery, the well known yers make a light against the verthe line, so as not to be suspected by
s tl c t
When within half jiancninan, wno lives near nere,
just returned it is understood
the Red Flaggers.
from a recent op- - lat DiKlvWt Attorney Whitman will
a mile or tne point or agreed meeting. rapidly recovering
eration tor appendicitis, but is still press the bribery cass. which
'Ash and Dolany left their horses and
at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
convic- jvolve a felony, and carry
walked behind the wagon, so as not
Mrs. l.eroy Hall, daughter of Sena tion a much heavier sentence
than
tc be seen. When they got to the
tor
T. D. Burns of Rio Arriba, has been the
prisoners now face.
meeting place they stopped the wagon the
gupst of Mrs. W. G. Sargent. Mrs.
within a few yards and everybody laid
If, on the other hand, the defendHall is on her way home to Chama,
down on the ground, the party hav- ants expiate the crime of which they
a
from
visit
with
returned
having
now stand convicted, .Mr. Whitman
Mug been joined by Corporal Phillip
j
friends in California.
Plocher, and awaited for the Red Flagmay not push the remaining cases.
ref
Miss
Ethel
has
who
Church,
s
gers to show up. In about five
Wash-Consausion Tobar, a captain of quently visited here, has left
Work for tfce New Mexican. It Is
in Santa
summer
to
the
ington
spend
apSalazar's
General
one of
troops,
for you, for Eanta fe and
.Miss
her
working
ai
Fe,
Church,
visiting
sister,
the
in
peared, having been hidden
the new state
bushes. He passed along by the wag her home on Palace avenue.
W, D. Shea, traveling freight and
on, and was followed steaituuy oy
Ash, the other men biinging up the pessenger agent of the El Paso and iinnnnnnnnnnuvuTJXJTjrnjinju-urLrear. J.ne a.tempr or one or ne muies Southwestern railway, arrived last
5'
I
night from El Paso and is stopping at 2
c the team to kick Ash attracted
MIL,
attention to the presence of the the Montezuma. Mr. Shea ha3 a host
;nien, and he raised and fired, the ball of friends in Santa Fe.
f
R. S. Lopez, ('. C. Olosson, Maree- hitting Corporal Plocher and wounding him in the breasts. Ash returned lino A. Ortiz and N. Salmon are ar- - I
NOW OPEN
Ithe fire at close range and practically ranging to attend the meeting of the
New Management.
Under
Tobar
a
left- hand off.
Good
Tobar's
to
Roads
be held at
association
jblew
surrendered and was taken into cus Albuquerque tomorrow, and to go
New Cook and New Bill of Fare.
tody by Major Rice and nis men, who there by automobile.
They will also
of
prior to the critical moment had
probably take in the convention
Everything Clean and
at tha heels of the others. The county roads boards and county com-- ;
Well Cooked.
Red Flagged, in the early dawn, then missioners to he held on Friday.
fled,
no
PRICES
but
made
;
stand
ARE RIGHT.
Alvin
N.
Professor
on,
coming
White, superin-though it is surmised (hat the Amer- tendent of public instruction, is away p
Come and See.
icans with 0,000 rounds of ammuni- on school matters. He will visit Al-- '
MRS. EDYTII WILLIAMS,
tion were rather itching for a fight. buquerque, Socorro, Belen, and will
lur .i xt t turn
i
Major Rice, Lieutenant C. K. Stone, take in the institute at (iallup, the r1
Captain Charles Van Way, Corporal first of the series of summer institutes
Plocher, Isidro Pecheco and Line Rid- held in the state this season, which
er Ash, the hero of the fight, were all will be in session May 12 to 24, inclui mnuxnjxruinnjnjTxumruijTjruxg
witnesses here in the case.
sive. The institute will be conducted
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
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WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
high-gra-

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

de

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage
of

Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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104 DON

Telephone
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MULLIGAN & RISING,
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License Numbers,
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GENERAL LIVELY
Entire Stable
Hack and Baggage Lines.
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
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PONIES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.
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VV.
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THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN

New State Cafe

-

Phone 139.

310 San Francisco St.

Hay, Grain
We Can Save

Flour

I

You Money.

Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

-:-

WHOLESALE

-

AND RETAIL,

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
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THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
16 Galisteo St.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - 1
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IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
A

power of first-claonly realized the
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
business-buildin- g

ss

And, if you wanted to make your husiness stationery
100

you would specify

efficient,

:enry KRieite
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

'

by

r

V. I,. BiBhop.

GUNMEN KILL FIFTH VICTIM.
New York, May 7. Gunmen of the
east side killed their fifth man within four days today. He was Antonio
O.
Scamorino, formerly of Dayton,

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Wafers made from Pure .Distilled
waler. Agent for Manitoii Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

Rice,
Major Sedgwick
Captain
Charles Van Way and Lieutenant C.
E. Seone, who were witnesses in the
Tabor case in which Tabor was found
guilty in the federal court of viola- tion of the neutrality laws, have re- EGGS FOR HATCHING
turned to Fort Sam Houston, Texas,
Captain Van AVay has been ordered
GO to Montana, and hurried away to
KAUNE
H.
Cor-- !
make the move immediately.
poral Plocher also returned to duty in
the Price Texas, being one of star witnesses,
Where Quality Governs
The early hatched Chick makes
and the man who was wounded by
the Winter Layer I
Tabor.
and Price the Quality
J. W. Shawhan, revenue agent on
FRESH EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
accounts, for the treasury department, accompanied by his wife, were
callers in Santa Fe the past week.
CHAS. A. WHEELGN,
Its not a new idea, but one
Mr. Shawhan was here inspecting r
well worth considering when
'
315 Palace Ave.
204 J.
1
Phone
Ions;
and auditing accounts in the office of
you buy your Groceries. The
revenue collector, 1
United
the
States
of
wholesomenes
and
purity
RECEIVED DAILY
and was much pleased over the conall foods sold In our store
and
office
in
duct
of
and
manner
the
the
always kept under
Is your best kind of Health
which the federal building was kept
Insurance for you. inferior
refrigeration.
up. He and his wife were delighted
goods are not sold by vs. We
Most
Our
over
Santa Fe, its climate and the
Complete Garden List
leave that to those who wish
beauty of the capital, and made many
HIGH
to take chances.
HSrCIiTJODES
friends here during their short stay.
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
RADISHES
wears
of
Alvin
who
star
the
Ash,
AS
THIS QUALITY
LOW
PARSLEY
United States customs inspector, and
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
SPINACH
who is known as a line rider for Uncle
upon which we want our
CUCUMBERS
Sam, has been here the past few days
Ptease
reputation to rest.
CELERY
attending federal court, and as one
Fire, Life, Accident
remember this.
CALIF. HEAD LETTUCE
of the star witnesses in the Tabor
Plate Qlass, Etc. Etc
case. Mr. Ash wears his honors not
CAULIFLOWER
TENDER ASPARAGUS
only justly but easily. He is a typical
line ridor of Uncle Sam, and was a
NEW BEETS
RECEIVED
NEW CABBAGE
n.ugh rider during the
Of
war. It is said that Mr. Ash was
BERMUDA ONIONS
City Property, Farms
the first man wounded at the battle
' YOUNG ONIONS
Boss
of San Juan hill, and the first
Ranches, Orchards
GREEN PEAS
war veteran to receive
PURE FOODS
GREEN STRING BEANS
Land Grants,
a pension. His friends are many here
NEW POTATOES
Monarch Canned Goods,
and have .been glad to greet him.
DENVER HEAD LETTUCE
Canned
Richelieu
Goods,
.
ARTICHOKES
Hunt's Hand Peeled Califor- CNE HUNDRED PRIESTS
SWEET POTATOES
nia Canned Fruits.
ATTEND PRELATE'S FUNERAL.
Denver, May 7. The funeral of the
Of
NEW CARROTS
CHASE & SANBORN'S
Right Rev. Monsignor Henry RobinCRYSTAL WAX ONIONS Coffee.
son, late vicar general of the Catholic
diocese of Denver, was held from the
Telephone 194 W., Room 24
Washington State Winesap and
Church of the Annunciation
today.
Black Ben Apples.
Monsignor P, A. Phillips celebrated
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
solemn high mass in the absence of
CO. Bishop Matz, who was unable to reach ORANGES LEMONS PINEAPPLES
II.
.
NEW MEXICO
SANTA FB
Denver in time for the services. One
GRAPE-FRUI- T
.
3 e
hundred priests attended1 the funeral.
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(Fac-Simi-

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery

character

really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
Let us show you samples.

difference.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
8anU Fe. N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
April 9, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that tne following-named
claimant has filed notice
of bis Intention to make final proof la
support of bis claim under Sections 16
and .17 of the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N.
M., on May 20th, viz: Fortino Castillo
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to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, N. M.; Hilario
I.ucero, of Cuba, N. M.; Onofre Uarcia,
of LaJara, N. M.; Diego Morales, ol
LaJara, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
opportunity at the
time and place to
the
witness of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted
above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
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It will not pay you to waste your
time writing; out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing gov

Fresh Vegetables

st
are our

rams

suit."

H1

INSURANCE

JUST
Another car load
Patent Flour.

REAL ESTATE

Spanish-America-

GENERAL

CHURCH
ASSEMBLIES

ATLANTA, GA.

May 14th to June 1st.

S54.35

Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe
Dates of Sale, May
EXTENDED

IG

to

LIMIT

RETURN

tickets

13,1913.

with

joint
agent at Atlanta, not later than
June 10th, and payment of $1 exBy depositing

tension

of final limit may be

ob-

tained to reach original starting
point not later, than midnight of
June 30th 1913.
For Further Particulars Cat! On or Address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
New Mexico

Santa Fe, - -
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Etc

Surety Bonds
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All Kinds.

Tea and
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Get

the Bugs

and

Insects Will!
Unless you act right now.
Do not delay.
RHODES'
PATENT TREE PAINT wiil
GIVE YOU ABS0LU IE PROTECTION

NOW IS THE TIME.

J. F. RHOADS,
NOVELTY
WORKS,

104 OALISTEO ST.,
SANTA FE, MM.
Telephone 157 W.
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New

Charles M. Stauffer
William F. Brogan
SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, per year, by
Dally,

tlx months,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank

mall
by mall

Weekly, per year

par quarter, ay mill

Dally,
Dally, per quarter, by oarrler

C1.00

Weekly, tlx months

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rora bungalows with bath,
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Yours?

S1.26

--

11.50

"All of Today's News Today

Organized in 1870.

the State.

the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing condl- This bank hat successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management hat regarded safety at of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its poiicy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenrime

RATES

15.00
12.50

in

Is

Growth
tlona.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

J. Wight Glddlngs

Vice-Preride- nt.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

Mexican Printing Co., Publishers

Bronson M. Cutting

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the SaMta T Postoftlce
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano

The

J. PALEN,

AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

50

f Booklet Free on Request
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,
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I

to
MO

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit ani Depotlt Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries.
Coupons coltected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
for
business
to
house
It
establish
every
Important
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Depotlt
Confer with our officers In regard to your banklig
t-day

creasisng interest and it is hoped that
the roll will reach its legitimate proportions during the next few weeks.
were
Some excellent suggestions
made at the meeting and the spirit
manifested was fine.

THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT

THE TRUE STORY OF

1

business.
J. B. READ,

THE JAPANESE

FRANK McKANE,
The American Girl's Grit.
There is no reason why Santa Fe
Assistant Cashier.
Cashier.
The story comes that Abby B. should not come into its own in the
Brooks of Wellesley, class '12 is teach- near future.
OUR PER CENT (496) Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
ing school away out beyond Caspar,
Wyoming, walking ten miles a day to
from school and boarding house, AMONG THE EDITORS.
and
EDITORIAL ROOMS 3 or riding
IT GOES BACK TO THE TAFT ADMIN
OFFICE 286
a broncho back and forth.
Abby is a long way from her home
It Wins.
Hope
THE TREATY
AND
ISTRATION
in Boston but one cannot read of the
If Dr. Friedmanu'8 serum does the
at
GOVERNMENT.?
of
a
thrill
incident without
pride
COMMISSION
work that It now seems it is going
CHANGES MADE AT THAT TIME.
More and more is the commission form of government bein recognized the grit of this American girl.
to do it will prove one of the greatest
reforms.
We have read of her often in the blessings that has come to civilized
as the solution to the problem of at least, municipal
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
brotlier-luvinThe movement has been gradually growing, forced upon attention by the stories of the west, written by the mankind.
man ROOSEVELT NOT IN
Every
authors of the east and we have often is hoping that it will do ail that is
increasing failures of our present methods. methods
there is too much pulling seen her at the movies.
It cannot be denied that under present
claimed for it. Farmington
ACCORD WITH JOHNSON
She had ravishing dimples and wavy
mid trading and logrolling.
or
of
that
this
results
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
the
abanpolitical
hair all flowing in fascinating
There is too much attention paid to
Take a Tumble. "
We
. don or braided down her back.
action.
this
in
Potatoes planted
county
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
ana have seen her
t (By Gilson Gardner.)
too, on the artistic cal- now will ripen by September 1st. A
The old svstem of ward representation has gone to seed. It is out of date
Central Location.
7.
Whatand prosperity endars of the day fixed out in beWashington, D. C, May
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from
existB
ever
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whole
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real
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cover
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danger
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is general
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at witching and with the inevitable cow- and Denver, both good markets at California-Japanes- e
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situation is due to
wards in a city council localizes any action, and th- welfare of the people
leggins
that time for spuds. Let the thrifty
wrhen
Mr.
made
the
Taft
changes
by
boy lover dangling about and trying farmer take a tumble to himself and
large is lost sight of.
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form of government responsibility for success or failuie to get her.
his produce ins.tead of holding it. piesident in our traty relations with
sell
commissioner.
I do not know, whether Abby for
of any department rests upon one man the
Japan. It is time to tell tTiat story.
speculation. Aztec Index,
or
It is not known to many.
There is no running hither and yonder to find the authority for this
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Nothing
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like
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nothing
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or. a scale that would lend a very freezes a few fruit buds the cry has of vigorous protest. He reviewed his parcel of land, situate, lying and be- West side. One Hundred and Fourteen
outcome?
over gone up that the entire fruit crop own experience iu this matter while ing in the Town of Santa Fe, In the feet, and is hounded on the East by
It is the brute ascendent when children pull the cat's tail or tie tin cans great attraction to the days given
was destroyed, and the good folks he was
Bridge Street, on the West by propto a half starved dog, or rob the nests of fledglings. It is the developed brute to the two conventions which will take
president, offering Taft the County of Santa Fe and State
have moved about with downcast benefit of his advice, and
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To those who are not fully familiar head and sorrowful mien. But
terms that Japan's request Commencing at the S. W. corner, by Water Street, and on the South by
or nerhaos the more refined torture of bitter word, or sneering glance.
strongest
or two the report has generally should be refused. He
Don't you believe the brute exists in you? Think this ovef the next time with the ceremonial dances no form week out
pointed out the and running East Eighty (80) feet to property of the said Miguel Silva.
that the condition was not very great difference between
gone
All that certain tract or
a gen- the S. E. corner; thence Two Hundred
of
you see some human or some animal suffering and find the answer in your of entertainment seems more pleasing. as bad as at first
thought to be. Nor tleman's agreement as a substitute for (200) feet North; thence Eighty (80) land in the Second Ward of parcel
conscience.
They are a positive novelty and they
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are a good medium of advertisement
the specific right written in ' a treaty feet West; thence Two Hundred (200) oi Santa Fe, County of Santa
man. Farmington
is
to legislate on the ground of alien na- feet South, to place of beginning. The Fe,
too, as most of those visitors who see composition
State of New Mexico, deGOOD PHILOSOPHY.
thtni go home and tell their . friends Enterprise.
this clause eliminated above described plot of land Is bound scribed as follows;
With
tionality.
Beginning at
Edith Wharton has written some very strong and gripping novels.
Something Doing.
about this feature of the west, with
from the treaty Japan would be in, a ed on the West by a lot owned by J. the N. W. corner of said premises;
In her last one, "The Custom of the Country," she touches on the re- the natural result that those who have
If the few pest holes of the town much stronger position to protest Vaughn; on the North by the "Arroyo thence South 23$ feet; thence Easterlationship between man and woman in our present day life, and furnishes what never seen them, hanker to do so, and are not closed up now that the warm against legat regulation of her people de las Mascuros ; " on the East by ly 92 feet to a stake in the Arroyo
divorces.
to
our
is
the key
she thinks
easy
take the first opportunity to have their weather is at hand, there will be whether as Immigrants,, or as citizens land owned by the U. S. Government, acequia; thence Northerly 2(15 feet
She makes one of her characters a man say:
and on the South by a public street, Uc a stake in the acequia; bounded on
desire in this direction gratified
something doing in Artesia this year. a,1(j
instinctive
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in
old
barbarous possessive
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"If we cared for women
the old name of which was Las Pa- tne North by Manhattan Avenue, on
decision to divide these attrac- - The residents of the town have made
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formPresident
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real
w
The
do?
paradox
j
do you suppose we'd give them up as easily as
seems wise and the action of the up their minds that they do not have er President Roosevelt and Informed, tois, and is situate in the Northern the West by the property of W. G.
tions
their
sacrifice
for
the fact that the men who make materially the biggest
- to endure these
nuisances and are him that he intended to write the new portion of the town of Santa Fe, Simmons; on tho South by an acequia;
And the women chamber of commerce last night in arwomen should do the least for them ideally and romantically.
to put up with them. The
not.
(42) feet North of the old on the East by the property of Jesus
eoing
to
for
committees
take
the
up
and ranging
treaty and secure confirmation by the Forty-twavenge themselves for counting so little by pretending to themselves conMai. Sandoval;
a form of entertainment for our guests owners of these sink holes should be senate at the earliest opportunity.. State House grounds.
each other that the money and the motors and the clothes are what really
All that certain tract or parcel of
An undivided
aid In still further attention be--; Btake(1 out on the leaward side of This he did before Colonel Roosevelt
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now
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the
motors and the
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big
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sense
wun
me
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people
rignis
ter in the senate. There was no de- - Ward No. 3, of the City of Santa Fe, ate in El Rito Mining district, in Rio
Looks Promising.
way."
smellier They are a menace to the late and the matter was
The meeting of the chamber of health of the
disposed of in Precinct No. 17, formerly .Precinct Arriba County, New Mexico. Said
There is a lot of philosophy in that.
Peentire community.
in that body in less than two days. No. 4, of the County of Santa Fe." claim is situated about three and one- The average man would make more of a success in life if he took his cemmerce last night seems to give cos Valley News.
This haste is supposed to have been State of New Mexico, said land mea- miles Northeasterly from the Town
Tinfe more closely into Dartnershin in "the'old. instinctive way."
promise of some good to Santa Fe.
Make 'Em Work.
the result of the combined pressure suring from East to West Nine (9) of EI Rito, upon the Arrovo Seco. and
The gradual separation of interests has come about very naturally, and The interest manifested was of the
Six hobos were rounded up by the brought about through the two argu- feet, and from North o South, One is more fully described in Book No. 1,
with both parties to the matrimonial agreement interested only In material right kind. The plans discussed were
f
upon page 551, of the mining records
officers
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evidenced
in
and
one
and
the
BPne
the
personal
Saturday and brought before ments before stated the exposition Hundred and Twelve and
business
in
the
yet
other,
life,
pleasure
spirit
things
feet, and is bounded on the oi Rio Arriba County, to which refadvancement. the justice of the peace. Each told and the Wall street pressure; But (112
ment the result we have attained is but the natural one.
progressivoness and
.
that he was anxiously look-- I whatever the reason, it was quickly put East by property of S. S. Beatty, on erence is hereby made.
p
The committees appointed by Presi- ;
lytei at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
A Chicago packer indifferently remarks, "If beef is too high, eat mut- dent Dorman should meet every city Ing for a job but couldn't find It. His over before any protest could be or- the West by property of the County
of Santa Fe, known as the old Jail this 22nd day of April, A. D. 1913.
ton." Then when the demand for mutton grows big and the price soars on need, as they reach every department Honor was not inclined to take the ganized.
JOHN W. MAYES,
account of the decreasing supply, we will carelessly be advised to eat pork that looks toward improvement in our stories of the "wearies" very serious,
The publication of Colonel Roose Building; on the South by the propof said Miguel Silva, and on the
man may have a velt's
as any
CO. HARRISON,
civic affairs.
or chicken.
President erty
with
correspondence
North by. Water Street, formerly
F. B. FARNS WORTH,
The summer seems likely to bring job at $1.50 per day shoveling coal at Taft on that
It does not seem to make so much difference what we eat, there is al
time would known as
at
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subject
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the Rio Chiquito Street, beCommissioners.
ways a potent reason tor its etevatea price, ine secret or me cost oi iuuub to Santa Fe a great many people, In the railroad shops. Of course It Is be most illuminating.
PresiFormer
cannot be found in a change from beef to mutton. It lies far deeper than that. the Sunday school convention, the necessary to let the railroad folks dent " Roosevelt is not entirely in ac ing a portion of the lands conveyed
to said
V. S. Land Office at Sranta Fe, N. M. v
it In order to secure said cord with Governor
Silva, by John H. Mink
It la really one of the big problems of the day, and the Chicago packer will Chlstian Endeavor delegates, on the know about'
Johnson's present and wifeMiguel
by deed dated October 30th,
,
way to the meeting on the coast, the job, as- it is not their business to go attitude, and he is
April 12, 1913.
have to guess again.
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At afternoon teas in London the perfectly proper young men now wear later, and the natural flow of tourists and literally drag laborers
'"' "" Fe, in Book letter (Y), at pages 337 August 5th, 1909,
business of the '
,
made Homestead Enneckties and Bocks to match the teacups. No wonder the suffragette movement ccming and going from coast to coast. cars, to Now it is thework
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land, situate, lying and being in Pre- E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noMrs. Belva Lockwood says in a speech in Washington that she has never ctnvention, Judge Pope said last night persons or other legitimate means of entire nation. It Is his
theory that no cinct No. 4, in the County of Santa Fe tice of intention to make five year
So Judge McElroy
heard a rude remark from a man. How long was Belva married anyhow? that at the Boston meeting last year procuring "eats."
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Tingles Blood with
Warmth and Life

J

j

j

Anaemic, Pale, Thin, Bloodless, Tired, Weary People Feel the Breath of New Life and Vigor.

Don't Lei the Wicked Imp of Bad Blood Lay You Low; S. S. S. will Save You.
The blood often needs a bracing in- skin unsightly.
fluence. Jt demands help. It has lost
Nearly all sickness la due to sluggish
that .pulsating:, invigorating effect that blood. And if you let S. S. S. bathe your
elves .brightness to the eye, springiness system with Its wonderful Influence your
to the step, activity to the stomach and nervous troubles, your wan, weary, faddigestion, and that ought to make you ed, listless, lifeless body will revive and
feel keen, alive and thrilled with the become so renewed with the sense of
sensation of nervous and muscular
enjoyable health you will scarcely know
And you can realize ail of these yourself. Try S. S. S. today. Get a bottle
Joyful experiences by a short use of that at any drug store. It will drive out the
wonderful bracing medicine so familiar "blues," put you on your feet; keep you
to a host of people as S. S. S.
going all day and enable you to sleep
It drives out the pains and aches of sound and restful. S. S. S. is not a
rheumatism, puts life Into- your dull, "dope," not a physic, but a. fine, bracing,
listless nerves; awakens the sluggish purifying medicine that is sure to do you
brain; animates the tired, weary mus- a world of good.
cles; and arouses your blood to throw
It is Just what you need. S. S. B. is
out of the system all those poisonous
prepared in the great laboratory of Atcause
perms and aclda that
eczema, lanta, Ga. and if you are troubled with
lupus, psoriasis, acne, pimples, boils, tet- any stubborn blood disease their medical
ter and those scrofulous taints which dept. will guide you
safely to health.
keeu ueople ialX sick and. moke their Write them.
'.

NEWS OF THE STATE
Fell Off The Stage.
Charlie Marshall while driving tip
to the Shiprock stage the latter part
of last week fell from the stage while
gathering some mail from a box and
'A as quite
He was
severely injured.
unconscious a part of the night following, but is able to be out around
again. Farmiugton
Times-Hustle-

j

of the cistern, and was almost dead
when extricated.
Santa Rosa Sun.
Did He Pay.

one
informed
morning recently that a strange horse
was in his corral eating all his hay.
He at once said that he had been
with
bothered long enough
stray
horses and told Marshal Stark to get
in
horse
and
him
the
the pound.
put
Later Sherm's conscience began to
hurt him and he went to see whose
horse it was and found that it was
he nad ioane( to a party on
jone
tnfi San T,lan which had Graved
home, Ask Sherm if he paid the $1
to get said horse out of the pound,
Aztec Index.
Sherm

Coon

was

New Oil Company.
Subscription lists are being circulated for contributions for the organization of another oil company to operate in the vicinity of the Meadows
or elsewhere in San Jttan county.
The promoters have selected Judge
E. C. Abbott of Santa Fe, V. Goff
Black, of Aztec, and Frank Staplin
of this place, to act with two others,
from Colorado
one to be selected
Springs, and the other from Duran-gto act as trustees for the purpose
of soliciting the necessary capital and
proceeding with the work. John O.
Noggle, who is a practical well driller and contractor and has been here
looking over the field for the past
three weeks is one of the largest contributors and is enthusiastic over the
prospects for the development of an
oil field in this section.
It is proposed that at least $7,500
be raised before any of the subscriptions are called in, excepting ten per
cent which is required in the form of
checks or drafts to accompany the application as a guarantee, but which
are not to be cashed until that amount
is raised when the trustees are to begin preparations to put down a well
and organize a company, and if that
amount is not reached in a reasonable time they will be returned and
the matter dropped.
The financing of the project depends very largely on the faith shown
in it. by local citizens.
If it has the
support of people of the county it is
almost certain that outside
capital
can be secured
in considerable
amount, but if not it is a question
whether it will be consummated.
Farmiugton Enterprise.

WONDERFUL WIT OF
THE STATESMEN

f

oft,

amend-rrents.-

AlllTangled Up?
When one feels ' off color" It's a good idea to. look for
the cause.

There always is a cause-

-

it is found in wrong living.

Coffee drinking fleets many unpleasantly,
because
the coffee drug, caf ine, (about 2
grains to the cupful)
is a poison, and ca.rses heart disturbance, Indigestion and
2

many other ills.
Coffee drinkers who are "out of tune" can get back,
to steady health and comfort by quitting coffee and using

P stem.
food-drin-

k

high-grad-

e

it

Gl-4c-

CHAMPAGNE THE
CAUSE OF TROUBLE
New York, May 7. Senor Perez de
Camilla, Cashier of the Cuban Con
l
in this city, was in the
West Side Court on the charge of aSscult and battery and disorderly conduct. He was arrested when in a taxi- cab in Central Park West at an early
hour.
The victim of the alleged outburst of
iLatin temperament was Senora Maria
Fougona, wife of a wealthy Cuban
Planter, who had been "seeing the
sights" with De Camino.
in Court that De
It, was testified
Camino pummeled his fair companion
until her delicate satin evening gown
was nearly ripped from her back, her
hair was disarranged and her jewels
were scattered about the floor of the
tiixicab. As a climax the Cuban is
said to have kicked the young Spanish v.oman from the machine. The
chauffer charged that De Camino tried
to bite him when he went to the assistance of the woman.
When De Camino appeared in Court
his evening clothing was disarran'
and soiled.
the
When questioned
concerning
identity of his companion De Camino
-

said:

"Ah, she is a divine woman she is
1 married woman sne is divine.
"It was the champagne and the beau-tilu- l
woman and the impulsive Cuban,
ttmperainent. Oil, yes the beautiful
moonlight and the peacefulness of the
big Central Park. But most of all, it
as the champagne."
Senora Fougona was not able to appear in Court, having been taken to a
Ihospital when her companion was ar-- !
rested,
Senor Mariano Rockafort, Consul-General of Cuba in New York, bailed
DeCamino cut.
.

Sold by Grocers Everywhere.

.

KOIl

'

FOR KENT Hooms for men. Newly
Use of
Hot water heat.
furnished.
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson Corner Grant and Johnson. Tel. 2?0J.

j

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
t
platens furnished. Ribbons and
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchcangej
and tented. Standard makes handled.
ah repair work and typewriters guar-thianteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
change, Phone 231 W.
sup-nigh-

s

W. J. TIMMS,

j

-

1

nln

park.

Work guaranteed.

mates furnished.

-

-

Don Caspar.

1:11

For fly screens, screen doors or jot)
carpenter work, phone 173 W. Esti-

cloudy possibly local showers tonight
or Thursday.
For New .Mexico: Fair south porHighest temperature GS degrees at tion, local showers north portion, 'O4:20 p. m. Lowest 47 at 5:30 a. m.
or Thursday.
Mean temperature 58 degrees. NorConditions.
41
mal or average temperature for
A trough of low barometer extends
Relative humidity
years 53 degrees.
morning from Idaho and eastern
at 6 a. m. 50 per cent. Relative huin- southward to Arizona, with
idity at 6 p. m. 18 per cent. Relative a little cloudiness and higher temperhumidity average for the day 34 per a(.Ures, but thus far without, precipita-jcent- .
Lowest
temperature during ,jon And no precipitation has oceur-jlas- t
night 48 degrees. Temperature relj ju ,ue western states, except in
....... ;,utf uilftuian. iimniji.nn ...... ,
'
r,.
i.wv......
ni u
cloudy during the afternoon and at ci0U(y and warm weather, with
night with cumulus and
sji,iy local showers tonight or Tlnyslus clouds.
day.
Ainarillo, 4S; Bismarck, !14; Boise,!
MUM ABOUT BRAZIL.
flipvenne. US: llodire Citv. 48: Du-A')Wash illgtOtl, I). C Mav 7. Attorney
Flni'Stnff
()m mi .Illllfi- declined to.
tion, 52; Helena, 42; Kansas City, 50; '(ietieral McReynolds today
be-- j
Lander, 40; Los Angeles, 52; Modena, Bi nd to the senate correspondence deand the
30; Phoenix, 56; Portland, GO; Pue- tween (lie state department
to the
blo, 46; Rapid City, 36; Rosehurg, 48; partment of justice in regard
coffee
Roswell, 48; Salt Lake, 56; Ran Fran- settlement of the Brazilian
"ineoni-- ,
cisco, B0; Santa Fe, 48; Spokane, 44; valorization scheme, because,
pntible with the public interests." Hoi
Tonopah, 50; Winnemucca, 48.
Forecast.
uid, however, send other papers on the
KB-

Furnished front room.

looms overlooking

j

gtrato-cuimi-

no

TO HKNT In the Diaz building, on
several
west, side ol plaza,
olnee

Favorite Prescription

THE WEATHER

HEN'T-Pin-

FOR niCNT Modern house, ail
102 C'hapelle St.
furnished house.

flHHHHHs

This famous medicine strikes at the very root of these
rnemies of your youthful appearance, it makes you not
only look young, but feel young.
nr tablet form) or nend
Your druggist can supply you in llq-lSO one-cetamps ro Or. tlcreo Invalid Hotel and
Institute, Buffalo, H.V. and trial box will be mailed you.

j

AWAY Three or fcur
Call I'hone 14 1W.

for sale.

DR. PIERCE'S

-

Expert Repairer of Watches
and Clocks. Engraving.
With J. H. Blain, San Fr.incisco

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

j

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Cjty AttorneVi
Capltal Qiiy B,dn Building,
Rooms
Sinla, Fe, New Mexico.
17-1-

'

MEN,
They're All
Admitting
MASCOT
DidtheTrick!
FOR

. Chas. R. Easley,
EASLfc. Y & EASLEY,

Chas, F. Eatley,

aw,

Attorneys-a- t

Practice in ice Courts and oefors
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
3anta Fe. N. M., branch Office, Estancia, N. Jt.
-

ary."

This was the title conferred on the
valiant and sturdy young chap who all
by his lonesome arrested a large man
who was somewhat aslant from the
effects of looking too long upon the
rfed liquor.
Adam was taking the air on Monroe
avenue when the aslanted one tacked
up and asked the lad for "the where- with bed. Adam could not make
early afternoon and bed agree and
then the uncertain navigator asked
the
for the price of a ticket to one-o- f
"movies." This was more than young
man Schull. considered proper aud
ho Immediately qualified for a job under Commisioner Croul by making an

arrest.
He steered the blabbering and complaining culprit to headquarters guiding him in the most approved police
fashion, and turned him over to Lieu
tenant Gus (Dornbrook to be locked up.
Adam did not say when he left, the
station whether he would appear
against the prisoner in court or not.
DISCUSS

DISSOLUTION

OF

U.

P.

Washington, D. C, May 7. Max- well Evarts, counsel for the Southern
Pacific railroad company, today dis-- I
cussed with Attorney General Mc
Reynolds, the proposed dissolution
Pacific
of the Union
merger. It was the first conference
between the government and the interests involved since the supreme
court extended the time for dissolving the combination to July 1.
Nothing definite was accomplished.
n

--

-

J. McGUINNESS'

M.

Attorney-at-Law-

.

12, Second

Room

Floor, Capital City
Bank Building, Santa Fe, M. M.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Dentist.
Ovr Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms :, 2 and 3.
'
Phone Red 6.
Office Hourt g a. m. to 6 p m.
And by Appointment,

five thousand

years men put the
thread through the
wrong end of the

....

Then a man
named Howe came
along, saw the error
of it and invented
needle.

the

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to case
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughliu Bldg., Saula Fe, N. M.

In Tim
it would

sewing-machin- e.

cot

Since smoking tobacco first became a

C. C. GUNTER, M. D.,
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,

you

double

staple commodity,
men have been nut
ting up theirboxbest
just to make it look difgrades in a tin
ferent. They charged you for that tin box
and in order to get the best tobacco you
had to buy that tin box.
I came along and said "Folks can't
smoke tin, and they don't want to pay for
tin BUT, they want the best tobacco. "
So I really took the very best tobacco,
did away with the tin box, and used an
ecoromical, serviceable cloth pouch instead

for

9
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
prom ply attended day or night.

Rooms

18-1-

OFFICE
HOUES,
to
m..
to

to If a. m

9

2

NOTICE

4 p.

8 p. m

7

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S.
jLand Office at Santa Fe, N. M April
!l, 1913.
Notice Is hereby given that Reymun-d- o

Analla, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
April 6, 190S, made Hd. Entry 06185,
No. 13833, for NW
NW
Sec.
NW
126, N
NE
NE
Sec,
27, Township 13 X., Range 9 E., N. M
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five year Proof, to estab'
lifh claim to the land above described,
before H. C. Kinsell, S. U. Comr., st
Stanley, X. M., on May 10, 1913.
-Claimant names as witnesses:
Ventura Anava, Tantaleon Montoya,
Jcse Valencia, Pino Villariueva, all of
Galisteo, X. M.
MAXUEL R OTERO,
2

Register

!

Detroit,
May 7. "Adam Schultn
aged 12 years policeman extraordin-

St.

For Santa Fe and vicinity: Partly subject.

sulate-Genera-

Pacific-Souther-

"There's a Reason" for POSTUM

c

Is

Postum now comes in two forms. The original Postum requiring 15 to 20 minutes boiling sold at M
"
and 25c the package,
INSTANT POSTUM is a quickly soluble powder; all the Insoluble parts having been removed. A level
teaspoonful In a cup of hot water, with sugar and cream to taste, make a delightful cup "quick as a wink,"
45 to 50 cup tins, 30c; 40 to 100 cup tins, 50e,
.

Pelts.

Dry full wool sheep pelts 10c to
12c per pound.
Green salt sheep pelts 50c to $1.25
each.
Angora goat skins 15c to 75c each.
;
No. 2 5
Tallow: No. 1,
per pound.
;
Grease: White
yellow 5
per pound.
Beewax: Bright 25 to 30 cents per
pound.

TO CJIVK

tons of slack.

No woman wants to look old. Many in thrir effort to look
youthful resort to the"beauty doctor V prescript inns. Their mistake is that they visit the wronjf department in the drugstore.
Bnauty depends upon health.
Worry, uli.'epless ntjrhts, headaches, paino, disorders, irrejru-laritif- fi
and weakness of a distinctly feminine character in a
short time hrinj? the dull eye, the "crow's feet," the haggard
look, drooping shoulders, and the f altering Btep.
To retain theappearance of youth you must retain health.
Instead of lotions, powders and paints, ask your druggist for

WOOL AND HIDE
QUOTATIONS

ARRESTS BIG MAN

Nervous? Sleepless?

This wholesome, pure
provides a rich, delicious table beverage much resembling
Java coffee In flavour, but made from prime Northern wheat and the Juice of Southern sugar-cannorishing and absolutely free from the coffee drug, caffeine, or any other harmful Ingredient.

Representative Thomas called the
party a "patent medicine
advertisement scheme," and criticized
Representative Payne, New York, for
reflecting on President Wilson because
the President, went to New Jersey in
connection with state legislation.

The following quotations are furnished by F. L. Cofield Wool Commis
sion Co., 173!) to 1743 Genesee street,
Kansas City, Mo.
Wool.
Colorado, New .Mexico, Utah and
Texas.
Light, medium 16 to 1!) cents per
pound!
Light fine 14 to 17 cents per pound,
Heavy fine 11 to 14 cents per
pound.
Angora mohair, 12 months, 25 to
30 cents per pound.
Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and
Oklahoma.
Bright medium 19 to 22 cenls per
pound.
Park medium 16 to IS cents per
pound.
Light fine 15 to 17 cents per pound.
Heavy fine 13 to 15 cents per pound.
Hides.
12
Green salt natives. No. 1,
cents per pound.
Green suit natives, No. 2, 12
cents per pound.
Side brands, over 10 lb. flat, 12
cents per pound.
less than
Part cured hides,
cured.
Uncured hides lc less than cured.
Glue hides, flat, 8 cents per pound.
Green horse hides $2.25 to $3.75
each.
Dry flint hides 22c to 24c per pound.
Dry salt hides 16c to 17c per pound.

WANT;

""EKSSEES2BH

Woman Is As Old As
She Looks

Progressive

12 VEAR OLD KID

Bilious ? Headachy ?

And usually

"

:
1

1

61-4c-

A recent number of the Congres
sional Record reveals the alleged wit
Expect Good Well.
of our so called statesmen.
L. B. Harshberger this week let a
In the progress of the debate on the
contract for an artesian well on his
tract of fine land two and a half miles
it!rift bil1 tlle other day Representative
Thomas, criticizing remarks by some
toutnwest of town. L. w. eemster,
an experienced and successful driller,
f the minority leaders amid convul
sive iaugnter reterrea to Kepumican
secured the contract, and is now plafr
leader Mann as "the bewhiskered gen- ing his rig on the ground.
"
t'einan from Illinois;" to Ropresenta- It is believed that a good well will
tive Fordney of Michigan, as the hair
be secured, as some of the best wells
New Life.
and Kein the valley are in the South Seven
The north end of Taos county is less wonder of Michigan,
pt esentative Murdoek of Kansas, as
rivers, country. Lakewood Progress.
taking on new life as spring advances. the gentleman
who
from Kansas,
A general feeling of "something doing"
sports the sunset looks around the
Through Steel Wall.
and
the
peneprevades
atmosphere
House."
About 6 o'clock Wednesday evening trates the cranium of the normal man.
Mr. Thomas advised Mr. Mann to
R.
L.
Miller
in
which
the motor car,
Good roads are on tap now. Enesimo
and his small son were riding, crash- Martinez member of the road commis- get shaved, and asserted that the
ed through the sheet steel wall of tne sion, visited Questa this week and minority leader consumed volumes of
Clark Grocery company's warehouse viewed out a suitable location for the the Congressional Record , with his
on Gold avenue just across from the new Red river bridge on the Taos road.
and so cost the Government $10,- Graphic building and demolished the I he bridge wil be btnlt near tb ihess,
ginc, ,le ha8 been
radiator and windshield of the car, but Narciso ig.l place at the entrance
n,at side Qf thp HouM
stopping in time to prevent injury to. me xjux cuuou. i ue uriuge is to ue in
"It reminds me of the old negro
the occupants. The boy was driving two spans, seventy-fivfeet lon,j, ten woman who went from South Carolina
under the direction of his father when feet above high water and will cost
into Mr. Mann's district in Chicontrol of the machine was lost. Dent- $1500. This bridge, when completed, up
cago," Mr. Thomas said. "She got a
will settle the question of crossing the job as cook in the house of one of Chiing Graphic.
Red river at flood times. Questa Gacago's newly rich. They did not have
Narrow Escape.
zette.
much to eat, but they did have a good
Pelagio Casaus, of Guadalupe, had
deal of style, and they had it in
a narrow escape from death the first
They Make Confession.
courses. In a week the negro woman
Jack Smith and James McCormick, announced she was going to quit. The
of the week. He was endeavoring to
bang a quarter ot beef in a cistern, the parties that were brought back family wanted to know why.
She
and, losing his poise, fell head fore- from Dalhart, Texas, some weeks ago, said, 'Well, dar's too much ob de
most into the cistern which was near- on the charge of breaking into a dishes for de fewness of de vittles.'
ly half full of water. His cries for couple of houses In Tucumcari and That is the way it is with our Re
help attracted his wife, who came to taking a quantity of jewelry, made a publicans friends. There is too much
his rescue with a ladder, which Pela- clean confession this week. When shuffling of amendments for the fewgio quickly seized, and in his haste first arraigned in justice court both ness of the substance of those
to get out of the well, slipped again, men claimed that they had purchasgetting his head caught between the ed the stolen articles from a negro In
Mr. Mann ended the incident by saytop rung of the ladder and the walls Tucumcari, and Judge McElroy bound ing that Mr. Thomas has "hair on the
e

brain, but not on the top of his head."
' The gent man from Kentucky," Mr.
Man added, "says I am bewhiskered.
That is true, but at least am not

them over to await the action of the
grand jury, fixing their bonds at $500.
In default of securing the necessary
bonds the men were committed to the
county Jail. McCormick was the first
to confess to the officers stating that
he and the negro were the guilty
ones and that Jack Smith, who is a
mere boy, had nothing to do with the
burglaries.
The young fellow's conscience has
seemed to trouble him sorely since
his incarceration and he too came
across with a clean story Wednesday
showing that he was as guilty as the
older man. Tucumcari Sim.
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CRUSHED CUT TOBACCO
There was never one like itfor pipe and cigarette

That economical

pouch has

Men, I know tosaved bacco. You can't

money and it gives buy any better tobacyou a ten cent tobac- co than MASCOT.
You can pay more
co for five cents.
money; Yes. You
Here's what
can
spend it for tin
MASCOT-i- s
cans
that will evenThe very cleanest,
mild tually go onto the
carefully-cure- d
p
course of a
old Burley leaf the
's
banquet.
best that Kentucky
smoke
But
can't
you
grows, aged until it
is mellow and sweet tin.
and fragrant; then
I'm giving you tod
and crushed until all baccoreal tobacco.
the tobacco runs For five cents I'm
you smoking
uniformly through giving
tobacco
and
today for
every bit of it
which
none of it "smokes
you paid a
dime last week.
in streaks."
ash-hea-

billy-goat-

sliced,re-sliced,rolle-

In Pouch Sc

In Tins

would cost you 'double

&

A.

l,TIME&

S. F. R'Y
TABLE

Effective January 1st,

191

J.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10

eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-offwith
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

"

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
'

m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m, to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train

Reports.

. mil
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OFFICIAL NEWS,

Fr ANDREWS

LOCAL ITEMS.

Fe by C. H. Bowlds, of the Capital
City bank. Dr. Hope will remain in
Santa Fe for a few days enjoying
the climate.

BIG DRIV1

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, If your business
about advertising, subscriptions or
Federal Court Jurors.
GREAT OIL STRIKE
referee's report. Judgo Abbott then
work, please call up "286." If
job
IN MILLINERY,
The following lire the petit Jurors
the
decree of foreclosure,, ap- you wish to speak to the editor or give
signed
AT FARMINGTON
drawn for tin- present term of the pointing
Lorin C. Collins as any news, please chone "31."
liiited States district com t: .Matins master lorJudge
Especially on Untrimmed Ha
selling the property lor the
riisne-ros- ,
Every indication seems to point" to SHAPES OF LATEST PATTERNS
Dionicio
Santa
C'niz;
Horrego,
INCLUftu
cf
The
the
Street
pi.ipoEe
foreclosing
mortgage
Sprinkler.
the fact that oil in abundant quantiCjuesta; Reman Ciutierrez, La cf the bend holders. The road will
The street sprinkler is again on ties
of
and
Another Carload of
the most valuable quality
jjara; Albino Alurid, Santa le: Willie probably be Fold by July 1. There jthe Job and the poet of the New Mex-- j
has been struck in oi uear Farmington
IIPMDDCCC
Jacoby, 'Messillsi: H, F. Heller, Cabe-- j iare several restrictions to be complied lean has broken Into verse:
and that part of New Mexico is desJose Ltou v.'ith in
zon; John King.
making the sale, which are Sprinkle, sprinkle, little cart
tined at an early date to be a busy
Maiiiiragon, Ami.'.a Hondo; (.'ail Graf, (numerated in the decree.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
commercial
centre. While In San
iKerniil; Toman Uiichlihe, Lneino; Bias
How
I've
wondered
art
thou
why
Judge Abbott on Supreme Bench.
Juan county last week Judge E. C: Ab- Sancliei!, Llano; J. V. i'niiuy, .Won- Not on duty all the time .
Judge Abbott, of the district court. The streets to keep a looking prime. Dott accompanied by T. J. Norton,
toya; Anastaeio Jaramillo, Cerro; Fet'-- !
Frank Staplin and an expert oil well
nando Delgado,
Abiquiu; Eufrasio is occupying the supreme bench today
P!""1'-driller, named
iPilva, Pena Eilunca; Bernardo Archil-- i one of the Justices preferring not to Then the cart it said to me,
Noggle, viBited
the
meadows near Farmington and went
"I was laid up, don't you see?
Ida, Tierra Ainarilla; T. J. Jennings, hit in a certain case.
over
the property where a well was re
Could not cause the folks to hop
Quay; W, W. Hart, Tucunicarl; Paul
-- IScently drilled to a depth of 1700 feet.
Till they took me to the shop."
player, White Oaks; Facundo
The chain broke when that far along
Tierra Ainarilla; Ramon Gar-c;end all the heavy machinery was lost
"Now, I'm on the job for fair,
Willard; Rich Grisson, Hilda; Isl- in the well. Before the accident, oil
I beg don't blame the mayor. '
So
dcr Uustus, East l,as Vegas; Luz
New York, May 7. Bear operators
in goodly quantities was spouting
C'adena, Berino.
met with determined opposition to Had to have my wheels fixed;
Henry S. Allison, Celso Ortiz, Jose day after they had succeeded in forc- 'Twasn't his fault, don't get mixed. there. Since that time hi spite of the
obstructions which have acted as a
were appointed bailiffs. ing down prices in the
('. Sanchez
p.
early trading. "Lopez likes to see me go, '
is
i
James W. Chaves was appointed inter- Weakness of the Harriman
plug, large quantities of oil continue to
stocks
Rose Bushes and Blooming Shrubs.
come forth at that place. Samples
preter and R. W, Witman, cryer.
was once more the disturbing fea- Likes to have the city show
have been taken which are of a dark
The following two attorneys have ture, but when their contined decline Every tourist here about,
' rich
brown color, showing rioh byteen admitted to practice in the fed- threatened to impair the position of Lopez is not a bad scout."
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
1
Phone 12.
eral court: Julian O. Seth, of Albu- the whole market effective support
products. The oil has been analyzed
Eastman Kodaks Films alwavs on and found to contain 20
querque and R. D. Bowers, of Roswell. was given.
per cent of
hand at Zook's Pharmacy.
Bonds Forfeited In Two Cases.
gasoline. Experts who have examined
While prices generally
thereafter
Elegantly Furnished Room for rent it say that the oil is of the finest, and
The case of the United States vs. were higher, there was little
appear- The finest rooms In the
Marsial Andgus the defendant failed ance of
city, having most valuable quality, and the lndica- in
the
on
market
the
vitality
electric light, steam beat and baths. tions from a mineralogical standpoint
io appear and bond for $1000 was for
and
dull
as
upturn
trading grew
loThe European Hotel,
felted. The case was one in which the prices rose. Gossip
piove that there are vast and rich de-- l
regarding the cated. State Progressivecentrally
said Andgus was charged with violat- Harriman dissolution
Headquar
posits of oil In San Juan county.
tangle today ters In the hotel.
ing the neutrality laws, being accused had to do with unconfirmed reports
, Among those who have examined
Case in the supreme court this week
cf attempting to take 50,000 rounds of of the formation of a new syndicate
this deposit is the expert engineer and
forto
lands
involves
a
title
worth
ammunition Into .Mexico to aid the
to take over the Union Pacific holdtune. An abstract from us would mineralogist, Ettienne A. Ritter, of
who has been in that sec
against Madero.
ings of Southern Pacific.
NON-KIN- K
have shown up the defective title. Colorado,
A similar case was on the docket
Bonds were steady.
tion
and
made
a thorough
B.
Santa Fe Title Abstract Co., R.
against Lara Lazaro Alina Alanis who The market closed strong.
U. S. Bank & Trust Co.
Lee,
Secy.
JUST THINK WHAT
failed to appear and bond for a like
Buying orders for round amounts of Bldg.
amount was also forfeited.
stock made their appearance toward
'
an abundance of pleasure you could
Motorcycle
Delivery WILSON
Real Estate Transfers.
the close and the export interests beat
have with a Kodak not only now,
Pash Bros, Motorcyclery.
Recent transfers of real estate filed a precipitate retreat, forcing standarl Service.
HIS
127 San Francisco St. Phone 96J.
but for practically the rest of your
with County Clerk Marcelino A. Or- - stocks one to one ane
f
above
Just received another big shipment
t'z. are as follows;
life.
yesterday's closing. Washington re- of that delicious
?
er Co., the largest
Washington, D. C, May 7
candy' made by
H. Retsch to T. B. Catron; ports that
Tina
was
The Camera will never get to be
satisfactory progress
in the world. NON- Wilson
at
Zook's
most
of his time to
gave
Pharmacy.
property in precinct Xo. 18.
being made in the Harriman dissolu Johnston,
NU-- ,
a 'thing of the past.
a day to consultations with members of
use
to
KINK is a superior
Use
Pure
it
Vanilla,
pays
tion
&
deS. F.
James W. Norment to A. T.
the
proceedings stimulated
extract if you want to get congress concerning appointments.
moulded pure
R. R. Co.; N
section 2S, township mand on the railroad list. Some re- good, pure
the best results from your cooking His longest conference was with SenPara Rubber.
16, NR HE, 6.4C acres.
covery was effected in shares which and
PHARMACY
ator J. Hamilton Lewis, who said afterbaking. Zook has it.
Presciliano Romero and wife to Luis had been conspicuously depressed in
We specialize in all kinds of heavy ward that it seemed certain that Irvthe earlier selling movement.
Rivera; property on College street.
machine work. All work guaranteed. ing Shuman would have a post in the
John W. Black to ,T. C. Chapin; S
Red Color
Development of weakness in new
for Essenkay.
Transconti treasury department, possibly
"
as
f
10
XK
section 4, township
XR, quarters, together with renewed pres-- Agents
and a Popular Hi
nental Garage.
comptroller of the currency, and that
f)Ci.
tire against Union Pacific carried the
Seller with
local K. M. Pindell, of Peoria, probably FOURTH CLASS
Endeavor The
Christian
in the
United States of America to Felipe market down again. 7he
us for 5 years.
1
fI
elect- could have a diplomatic post.
Endeavor
Christian
has
society
was
tho
list
townS
SW
experiXW
trivial,
general
Fadilla;
Fu lyGuar- FACE EXAM.
Senator Lewis endorsed Ira X. Morments by the bears in shr: selling ed the following officers: Roland
ship 16 XR, SE.
anteed and
Avery, president; Mrs. Eva Castle, ris and Charles J. Vopeka for Euroeffect
of
to
outside
little
Sanchez
wife
the
and
having
Guadalupe
"
an Extra Good
'
John Hampel"; property on Agua Fria issues directly concerned. New York vice president; Miss Thelma Stephens, pean diplomatic posts.
Washington, D. C May 7. After a
The entire New Jersey delegation In conference with
Quality.
street.
Central touched a new low level at secretary and treasurer.
President Wilson toroom
A
five
modern
RENT
FOR
congress endorsed Cornelius J. Ford, day, Postmaster General Burleson anJ. B. Pitaval( trustee, to John Ham-pe- l 100. Pennsylvania and American teleelectric light, bath, range, nice president of the State Federation of nounced that an executive
; property on
order
phone also lost some groand and wool house, flue location.
Agua Fria street.
Phone 123 X"i t Labor far public printer. The presiyard,
would be issued requiring that all
J. Pflueger to Clara Wittman and en preferred broke 2
Was on the Sick List The street dent gave no definite assurance as to fourth class
postmasters now in office
Stocks that made substantial up
husband; property on Grant avenue
sprinkler is again on the job, and whom he would appoint.
or candidates for prospective appointand Federal street.
ward progress in the morning became there
in
is a marked improvement
President Wilson made another visit ment, should be subjected to a comClara Wittman and husband to Mu effected in the scattered liquidation the condition of the streets. There
tual Building and Loan association; of investment shares and receded to seems to have been some misunder to the capitol late today to talk with petitive examination to determine
The their fitness for the office.
property on Grant avenue and Federal yesterday's close. New low records standing on the part of the city's senators about appointments.
visit was not planned long in advance.
The postmaster general issued
were made by half a dozen railroads chief executive
a
street.
concerning the record- Ao the
clear- statement explaining tho purpose of
Elena Delgado de Baca, et al to F. and specialties.
engagements
president's
in
of
news
The
items
this
paper.
ing
R Stevenson; property on Delgado
streets were dusty, and there was no ed up shortly before 3 o'clock, he de- the new executive order, declaring
termined to make the trip. It was his that President Taft's action in put'MOVIES" MAY BE
street.
sprinkler on the streets. These were fourth viBit to the
USED TO OBTAIN
capitol since he took ting the fourth class postmasters in
facts. It is also a fact revealed since
Miguel Chavez to Carlos Abreu and
the classified service was not suffiRECRUITS FOR ARMY. that the street
wife; property on Canon road.
sprinkler was in the oilice,
Edward Saltzgaber, of Vanwert, O., cient and that the mere placing of "a
and
few
the
Marriage Licences.
days,
shop
past
repair
The following marriage licenses Major Croxton Says Scheme Would owing to having to wait for the ar- v, ill be named as commissioner of pen great horde of persons" in the classiGet Better Men and Save Uncle Sam rival of some new
fied
conformity
have recently been issued by the coun-- t
parts of the wagon sions, according to Senators Burton with service was not incivil
the spirit of the
$300,000 a Year in Advertising Bills. a
service,,
clerk:
in and Pomerene, of Ohio, who were condelay was necessarily caused
as
were no tests to determine
S. Moou and Edward Seidel.
getting the sprinkler at work. Every sulted about the appointment by Pres- the there
merits of the applicants. The
Washington, D. C, Slay 7. Use of thing is all right now and the festive ident Wilson.
Beatriz Garcia and Hilario Calles.
which
R. I. Fraser, of Tennessee, was new
order,
substantially
Lillian Davis, Santa Fe and Arthur motion pictures of army life as the cart is shedding its beneficent mois
amends the Taft executive order, reto
medium
which
Lea
the
and
III
Senators
Shields
on
through
agreeable
ture
streets
If it's right why change it? A multi- the
and
thirty
Jerome
alleviating
Rhodes,
Junction.
in
the classified service all
thousand men necessary every year the
caused from so much for assistant commissioner of patents. tains
'HI :
Interesting Case in San Juan County. for the military establishment might dust. annoyance
fourth class postmasters, but specifplicity of mjdels Is evidence that the
'
Guthrie for Ambassador.
one
Abbott
had
Judge
interesting
!
a
Home Cooking Sale by Ladies Aid
Washington, D. C, May 7. The ically requires a competitive examiwaiver is sen exoer mem ra. i nere
case before him in San Juan, in which be recruited, is advocated" by Major
R. C. Roxton, U. S. A. The officer be of St. John's M. E. church Saturday president today sent ten nominations nation and a selection by postofflce
.1.
a
man
named
D.
is but one Ford model. And for five
Clark, a real estate lieves that
the first
inspectors from among
through the stimulation of morning, May 10, commencing at 10 to the senate-has probably
agent of Farmington,
three eligible applicants.
The order
reason of the reproduc- o'clock in the office of the Singer
interest
Commissioner
of
by
years our rapidly growing factories
pensions,
I
Gaylord
learned a lesson, being committed to tion of actual scenes in
places the age limit for appointees
camp and Sewing Machine Co. on San Francis-c- M. Saltsgaber, of Vanwert, O.
6o days in jail for contempt of court.
haven't been able to make all we could
field better recruits could be secured
Ambassador to Japan, George W. at 65 years.
street. Bread, pies, cakes, cookies,
case
came
The
at
term.
the
up
present
sell because it is right.
Mr. Burleson, in his discussion of
Guthrie, of Pennsylvania.
She sued for divorce on the grounds fewer recruiting agencies would be doughnuts, salads and baked beans.
and a great saving to the
Automobile Sold Here E. D. Sisk
Register of the land office at North the situation, indicates that the Wilol cruelty. It seems that Clark mar- necessary
war department would result.
son administration wishes to take the
and daughter, Helen Sisk, and their Yakima, Wash., Richard Stroback..,,
ried his wife in Oklahoma IS years
Croxton'si plan would include friends Dr. W. H. Hope, Mr. and
fourth class postmasters out of poliago, and they have several children. theMajor
display of army films in the pic- Mrs. P. D. L. McLaurin, of Albuquer- HOME RULE BILL
tics, but points out that Democrats
Mrs. Clark was part Indian and mar "
Wood-Davi- s
ture theaters throughout the country. que, and Charles Potberg, of Phoe.
REINTRODUCED. as well as Republicans will have an
ried the man greatly against her pat
Each set of films would be accompa- nix, Arizona, drove up from Albuqueropportunity under competitive examis
wowishes.
She
ents'
an
educated
I
If It's Hardware We Have It.
nied by a
army man, que yesterday in a new Studebaker
London, May 7. The home rule for inations to show their fitness.
man and has been a failthful wife. At
well grounded in his subject and cap- 35, and will return home this after Ireland bill was reintroduced in the
Postmaster General Burleson also
I J the suit Clark denied that he was mar- able of putting the advantages of mil- noon. While in the
SANTA FE, - NEW MEXICO. .
city Mr. Potberg house of commons today by Premier announced today that it was the purried to the woman, though they were
for the Asquith and read a first time under pose of President Wilson and himself
who is. traveling salesman
man and wife for some IS years. Judge itary life in a convincing manner.
The expense of such a plan, accord- Studebaker corporation placed one of the standing order of the house which to take into the classified service,
Abbott ordered Clark not to dispose
to Major Croxton, would result the new 35s with C. C. Closson, who debars debate.
It will come Up for probably during the next year, all
of his property, to pay $30 alamony, ing
in a saving over the present recruit- represents this car in Santa Fe. Both second reading on June 2.
:
postmasters of the second and third
50 for the suit, and $100 attorney's
1 1111
$300,-00Mr. Sisk ami Mr. McLaurin are with
classes. Fourth class offices already
fee. The case was hardly finished be ing methods of approximately
a
New
year.
Mexican Want Ads always have been covered by the executive
the New York Life Insurance comfore Clark attempted to sell property
order.
pany which is represented In Santa bring results. Try it.
and started to leave the country. Judge
PARISIANS FIGHT DUEL.
Abbott notified W. T. Dufur, and the
man was brought into court and sen- Paris, May 7. A sword duel arising
3P
1 fenced to 60 days in the county jail out of a quarrel three years ago was
for contempt, where he will be given fought today between H. C. Berger,
sufficient time to think over the mat- son of a Paris deputy, and George S
ter and to come to that frame of mind Breitmayer, both noted fencers. They
KTTTT
J-LN
VV
J-- L
where he will obey the mandates of met on the lawn of the Chateau
the court.
U'Orly about seven miles to the south
Bond of Fair Commissioner.
of Paris. Berger received a' serious
I
t 1
VNI
Charles A. Scheurich of Clovls filed wound.
bond with the secretary of state today
The wound was in the right breast.
Two Trade Marks.
As under the French law, no duel may
fit for $2,500 as commissioner of the state
be fought in secret, the combat wis
fair.
witnessed by fifty well known ParisTwo handsome
trademarks have
W, G. SARGENT,
been filed with the secrtary of state ians and a large body of reporters.
afterward visited his
Cottolene
by companies in outside states. One Breitmayer
W. H. MENDENHALL,
wounded opponent at his home with
finer-graine- d
filed bv the Jensen Creamerv
n,n.n, the Permission of the surgeons, and a
of litah, an I the other is for the "Iron-aie- " reconciliation was affected.
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Phom Black
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